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INTRODUCTION 
Problem Context 
The 1970 Census marked the first time in the history 
of the United States that more people lived in suburbs than 
in cities. Transportation improvements. federal mortage 
programs. and a national preference for a suburban life-
style. facilitated this urban to suburban shift. 
The population leaving the cities was more skilled and 
affluent. seeking quality of life advantages associated 
with suburban and rural areas. Those left behind were 
predominantly low-income. unskilled minorities lacking the 
necessary resources to move out of the city. 
lot 
Prohibitory 
land-use policies. such as large zoning. and 
discriminatory steering practices helped concentrate blacks 
and minorities in urban areas. 
The fleeing of residents to the suburbs induced 
movement out of the central city. Retail and business 
·services followed their upper- and middle-class patrons to 
the suburbs. Urban retail was undermined by the modern 
mall which offered a variety of goods and services under 
one roof. with plenty of free parking. As a result. 
downtown and neighborhood retail l ·ost their vit~lity 
the structures that once supported retail were often 
to deteriorate. 
Another factor altering the urban fabric was 
and 
left 
the 
exodus of manufacturing out of central cities. inspired by 
transportation. communication. and production improvements. 
1 
Manufacturing industries found that the suburbs offered 
large plots of inexpensive land. a less hostile labor 
force. and lower taxes. Consequently, as jobs moved out 
of the city. urban unemployment soared. 
The subsequent transformation of cities from centers 
of production and distribution of goods to centers of 
information and service exchange has severely compounded 
the 
the 
problem of central city unemployment. Employment in 
high-paying. low-skilled. blue- collar jobs with 
advancement opportunity has sharply declined nationally. 
as well as in urban centers. Though the cities have 
witnessed a growth in the service sector. job growth in 
services has not compensated for the decline of 
manufacturing jobs. Furthermore. the new central city jobs 
require high education and skill levels. The few entry-
level 
offer 
service jobs pay low wages. 
little advancement potential. 
are less stable. 
The increasing 
and 
gap 
between job opportunities and skill levels is responsible 
for high levels of urban structural unemployment. 
Compounding the problemi associated with urban areas 
is the erosion of the tax base resulting from business and 
residential losses. Tax revenues have lagged behind the 
demand for central city services. Decaying infrastructures. 
crime. and poor education 
of urban areas. 
further contribute to the plight 
Throughout history the federal response to urban 
has been ambiguous. First. federal programs problems 
fostered the flight from the cities through housing and 
2 
highway policies. Then the government tried to ameliorate 
some of the consequences of the residential and industrial 
shifts through urban renewal programs. 
Beginning in the 1950's. the federal response to the 
urban dilemna was to subsidize urban projects designed to 
combat urban blight and decay. At this time there was a 
naive notion that social · problems could be addressed 
through physical design solutions. The destruction of the 
architecturally acclaimed Pruitt-Igoe project exemplified 
the simplicity of this notion. 
The government has also sought to improve the 
employability . of urban residents through job-training 
programs. The most notable program emanated from the 1973 
Comprehensive Employment and Training Act (CETA). 
I 
In some • 
individual cases the CETA program was successful. but the 
program did not have the expected impact on long-term 
employment and unemployment rates. Many times there was a 
gap in the training provided to the participants and the 
jobs available to them. Despite the billions of federal 
dollars that have been spent on urban programs the 
unemployment problem remains. 
The Enterprise Zone Concept 
In the present era of "new federalism." the concept of 
enterprise zones as the centerpiece of national urban 
policy was conceived. Enterprise zones coincide with the 
Administration's political philosophy: market forces are 
used to combat urban problems. and states and localities 
3 
take on a greater role in solving urban problems. 
The enterprise zone concept relies on a free market 
solution to urban problems. Theorectically. the removal of 
regulatory obstacles and the reduction of taxes will 
stimulate business creation in depressed urban areas. which 
will provide employment opportunities for zone residents. 
The idea is to recaP,ture the entrepreneurial spirit that 
once flourished in the city. 
In enterprise zones. small areas would be free from 
the regulations that binder business formation. These 
areas of deregulation would act as incubators of new jobs 
and businesses. This supply-side economic concept assumes 
that economic activity can be stimulated. without 
increasing aggregate demand. by lowering the cost of 
production. The target of enterprise zones is small 
business since recent studies show that the small business 
sector is responsible for two-thirds of newly created jobs. 
Enterprise -zones. a British invention. were imported 
to America in the early 1980's. At this time. federal 
enterprise zone legislation was introduced. Although no 
federal legislation has been passed. over half of -the 
states have implemented their own enterprise zone programs. 
Methodology 
This research project was undertaken to explore the 
role of enterprise zones in the urban revitalization 
process. Chapter 1 is a review of the literature on the 
determinants of business location. the obstacles to 
4 
business 
different 
development, and the job-generating powers 
firms. These factors are used to measure 
of 
the 
effectiveness of proposed federal and implemented state 
enterprise 
evolution 
to origins 
pieces of 
Zone Acts 
Chapter 3 
zone legislation. Chapter 2 t ra-ces the 
of the enterprise zone concept from ~ts English 
proposed its American adaptations. The two 
federal legislation--Urban Jobs and Enterprise 
(1980 and 1981)--are reviewed and critiqued. 
examines enterprise zones on the state 
where the majority of enterprise zone action has 
level 
taken 
place. The different mechanisms for including community 
participation, and providing local employment opportunites 
are compared to assess how enterprise zones meet community 
development needs. Chapter 4 presents a case study 
· detailing investment and job creation in Connecticut's 
Enterprise Zones. Recommendations and conclusions for the 
use of enterprise zones as an economic development tool are 
then ventured. 
The 
extent 
needs?; 
central questions to be addressed are: 
do enterprise zones address community development 
and what are the ingredients that contribute to a 
successful enterprise zone program? 
5 
CHAPTER 1 
Literature Review 
A review of the literature is presented in order to: 
a) determine the factors that influence business location. 
b) assess the obstacles that may thwart business formation. 
and c) analyze the job generation process. These 
subjects are considered important. since the goal of 
and enterprise zones is to encourage business formation 
expansion. which in turn will create more jobs. 
1.1 Business Location Decisions--Do Taxes Matter? 
Business location decisions can be categorized into 
two groups: intermetropolitan decisions. and intra-
metropolitan decisions. Intermetropolitan decisions are 
based on factors such as the proximity to markets. access 
to transportation. costs of labor. and docility of workers. 
Once a general area is selected. intrametropolitan 
decisions are usually based on production requirements. 
city's attitudes towards business. and quality of life 
factors. Taxes do not appear paramount to location 
decisions but they may act as a tie breaker once a general 
area is selected. 
Business location 
difficult to predict. 
decisions have been especially 
suggesting that decisions are often 
based on subobtimal conditions and personal preference. 
In 1964. Robert Spiegelman analyzed the location of 
precision-instrument manufacturing firms. While more than 
half of the firms studied considered tax differentials 
6 
"relevant," 
1 
only one firm cited them as the "most important 
factor." 
The Economic Development Administration conducted a 
national mail survey of 2,900 companies in high growth 
firms. It was discovered that 78 percent of the respondents 
found tax incentives -relevant, but again, only eight 
percent rated them as critical. In the job stampings 
sector (SIC 34612), only five percent of the respondents 
rated taxes as critical to their location decision. 
Factors identified as critical for this sector were: fire 
protection, availability of contract trucking and police 
2 
protection, availability of unskilled and skilled workers. 
Roger Schemenner examined location decisions of large 
firms. The factors that were identified as "musts," 
ranking order included: 
o a favorable labor climate (76%) 
o proximity to market (55%) 
0 an attractive place for engineers and managers 
live (35%) 
in 
to 
o proximity to existing supplies and resources (31%) 
o low labor rates (30%) 
0 proximity to 
division/comiany 
existing 
(25%) 
facilities of 
3 
o ease of obtaining environmental permits (17%). 
The author concluded that "taxes do not appear 
important to location decisions." Schmenner recommends 
that tax and other financial incentives not be widely used 
because their benefits are ~probably not worth the costs." 
7 
Instead. he 
assist with 
construction; 
recommends that states and municipalities: 
the process of site selection and plant 
help secure permits; provide infrastructure; 
4 
and support job training. 
1.2 Firm Mobility v. New Firm Location 
Because of moving costs. forces determining where new 
firms locate are different from those determining where an 
existing plant will expand. contract. or move. New firms 
are not tied down by fixed costs and their establishment is 
usually in response to current economic conditions. 
Surveys have revealed that single establishment firms 
mostly locate in the area where the owner lives. 
In contrast. multiplant firms search over a wide region to 
find the best location. Therefore. the number of single 
plant start-ups is directly related to the number of 
entrepreneurs able ~o start such a firm and the economic 
conditions of the area. The ·number of potential 
entrepreneurs is not so important for multiplant firms 
since persons can be relocated once a site is chosen. 
Research on firm mobility concludes that the majority 
of moves are intrametropolitan (Schmenner 1977). Besides 
personal preferences. the reason for this behavior is that 
information is limited and is more complete for nearby 
areas; also. firms desire to maintain their w9rkf orce and 
their suppliers. 
Thresholds. or major changes in a firm's output. have 
also been found to influence location decisions. Minor 
8 
changes in price. costs. or other factors will probably 
not induce location changes since reacting to them would be 
costly. If a firm believes it can capture a larger share 
of its market and sell more output if it moves. then a 
decision to move. expand. or branch will be made. Peter 
Bearse. the former executive director to the Governor of 
New Jersey explains the role of thresholds in decision 
making: 
The decision to move or build a plant is subject 
to thresholds and long gestation periods. Marginal 
adjustments in the cost of debt finance or in certain 
tax rates do not stand a chance of affecting a major 
decision unless a firm is at or near a threshold.5 
Roger Schmenner's "evolutionary" theory of firm 
behavior reinforces the role of thresholds in decision 
making. According to Schmenner. firms change locations 
only when compelled to. and then they usually relocate in 
proximity to their existing location to retain their labor 
force and suppliers. The evolutionary model depicts the 
dynamics of firm relocation decisions. Unlike the neo-
classical models. which stress the importance of profit 
maximization. Schmenner discovered that firms look for 
"acceptable" locations. The search for a new site is begun 
close to 
found the 
willing to 
the existing plant~ once an acceptable site is 
firm will usually locate 
increase transportation 
there. 
costs 
6 
in 
Firms were 
order to 
maintain their labor force and suppliers. 
In another study. Schmenner (1978) looked at 
manufacturing decisions in Cincinnati and New England. 
Here. Schmenner relates plant location decisions to the 
9 
firm's production capacity. When a firm's production 
capacity exceeds a certain point. the company will decide 
either to expand on site. establish a branch firm. or 
relocate to another site. The decision is based on the 
problems faced by the firm. For example. the relocation 
alternative would probably be chosen to deal with problems 
of plant layout. materials handling. new process 
technology. and productions and inventory control. On the 
other hand. a branch plant may be chosen for problems 
concerning 
7 
capacity. 
of the work force and inadequate growth 
From his analysis. Schmenner makes the following 
recommendations concerning public policy: 
o Public policy should focus on small firms. 
0 
especially those on the margin o f existence--either 
just beginning or about to fail. Larger. more 
estabiished firms have traditionally had little 
impact on local employment levels. 
Most firms have moved because their space 
requirements have changed. Once the decision to 
move is made. the search time for a new site is 
usually just a few months. To be competitive. 
cities need to react quickly and decisively. 
Efforts in this direction may yield substantial 
benefits in retained employment. 
o State and local fiscal incentives. especially 
property tax reductions and industrial revenue 
bonds. have not been shown to be cost effective. 
although part of the problem may stem from a 
lack of information and understanding regarding 
their availability. 
o Public policy should focus on retaining and 
assisting the expansion of existing firms rather 
than emphasizing attempts to lure out-of-area 
plants.8 
10 
1.3 State Business Incentives 
The most recent research on the impact of state 
business incentives has been performed by Harrison and 
Kanter. They discovered that, despite the poor quality of 
the research, the empirical literature " fails to 
reveal significant plant relocation or expansion resulting 
from (or even correlated with) 
9 
differentials in state 
business incentives." 
Harrison and Kanter studied the affect of property tax 
abatements, low-interest loans, and public guarantees for 
loans and mortagages on location decisions. The researchers 
claim that since taxes do not increase the demand for 
goods, it is unlikely that they will encourage expansion or 
relocation that might not have taken place without the tax 
incentive. It was concluded that: "these business 
incentives do not produce new output jobs, but they do have 
real costs in the form of foregone tax revenues which have 
10 
valuable alternatives." 
The researchers assert, that if firms were to respond 
to these incentives, they would be the ones that offer the 
lowest wages, have worse working conditions, and offer less 
stable employment. In addition, it would be more difficult 
for labor to organize. According to the research team: 
business incentives appear to be policy instruments 
which -- if they work at all -- are most likely to 
stimulate increased capacity utilization in the 
sector of the economy with the least desirable jobs, 
while providing windfall profits to the segment of 
the business community that needs them least.11 
In 1974, interviews were conducted in Connecticut and 
11 
Massachusetts to discover to impact of states' job creation 
tax credits. In both states It was discovered that the 
company moved or expanded according to thier plans, and 
then found out about the tax credits and took advantage of 
12 
them. 
1.4 Small Business Obstacles 
Business formation is sometimes discouraged by overly 
burdensome regulations and inability to obtain capital. If 
enterprise zones are going to be successful in creating new 
businesses, they must be sensitive to business needs. The 
literature supports the hypothesis that government 
regulations and unavailability of capital can hamper 
business formation. 
1.4.1 Government Policies and Business Conditions 
Both governemnt ~ax and regulatory policies, and local 
business conditions may discourage the formation of 
businesses. Small businesses are disproportionately 
burdened by government regulations, since they do not have 
the expertise or the available personnel to interpret the 
requirements and fill out forms. On the local level, 
inflexible, complex zoning regulations and outdated 
building codes often frustrate business - development. 
was 
need 
was 
In the 1978 study by the Joint Economic Committee, it 
discovered that businesses "overwhelmingly cited the 
for reduced federal paperwork and regulation. This 
the singlemost widely expressed sentiment and was 
13 
universally stated by all types and sizes of firms." 
12 
The cost and complexity of regulation can contribute 
to the business manager's perception of the local business 
climate. In the Joint Econo~ic Committee study, the most 
commonly cited factor affecting the decision to stay and 
expand in the present location was the attitude of the city 
government, followed closely by the crime 1 ev el. On 
average these factors rated above the market demand for the 
company's products, tax rates, and the availability of 
financing. A correlation between business' perception of 
a favorable climate and plans to increase their work force 
14 
was also discovered. 
The study found that factors affecting the overall 
quality of life, such as the city government's attitude 
towards business, the crime level, the quality of schools, 
and cultural attractions were regarded as more important 
than production factors. Therefore, the author concluded 
that the direct financial support for city businesses in 
depressed areas is unlikely to be successful, unless 
cities upgrade their facilities and make a strong effort to 
cooperate with the business community: 
Local tax rate, and, most particularly, the city 
government attitude towards business are not only im-
portant, but also vary significantly between the most 
favorable and the least favorable cities ••• Regardless 
of federal initiatives ••• if the city government atti-
tude towards business and the quality of life are 
not perceived as positive, the effectiveness of 
discreet programs and policies is likely to be 
diminished.5 
The ~tudy further recommends: 
"improving the quality of life where it is poor, and 
maintaining it where it is good, can have an impor-
13 
tant impact on decisions of firms to relocate. alter 
the size of their work force and reduce or expand 
operations."16 
The First National Bank of Boston conducted research 
on measures needed to lure businesses back into the city. 
Among firms considering to move outside the central city. 
high property taxes were cited as the most important 
factor. followed closely by the nonavailability of skilled 
labor. and city crime. Non central-city firms responded 
that significant reductions in property taxes. adoption of 
a pro-business attitude by city officials. 
17 
and reductions 
in crime were the most important factors. 
The Subcommittee on Banking. Finance and Urban Affairs 
(1978) found the following factors frequently mentioned as 
having a negative impact on decisions to remain or expand 
in central-city locations: 
o the high cost. limited availability. and difficulty 
in assemblage of urban land; 
0 
0 
the low quality of 
education and public 
production costs; 
public services. especially 
safety. which in turn increase 
onerous and uncoordinated government 
especially environmental regulations; 
regulation 
o the anti-business attitude of many local officials 
and needless red tape in local bureaucracies; 
0 that given the level of 
property taxes are too 
suburbs; and 
services. central 
high compared to 
city 
the 
o that the work force in central cities is often 
inadequately educated. is inexperienced. and la~ks 
adequate motivation to successfully compete for 
entry-level jobs.18 
Businesses surveyed which had plans of remaining in· 
the central city or expanding their operations listed the 
14 
following reasons for their decision to stay: 
o a desire to retain their present work force; 
o the availability of a large labor pQol; 
o easy access to business services and contacts; 
0 i t would be too expensive to scrap existing 
production facilities for a new plant; and 
o an obligati o n to address the problems of the com-
munities that fostered their original growth.19 
1.4.2 Capital Shortages 
In addition to regulatory obstacles. some start-ups 
are thwarted from the start by difficulties in obtaining 
financing. It has been documented that obtaining capital 
for business ventures is particularly difficult for small 
business and minority entrepreneurs. two of the targeted 
groups of enterprise zones. 
Ed Hamilton. a fiscal consultant participating in a 
roundtable discussion on Urb•n Development Banking in 1977. 
identified capital gaps in four areas: 
Bank 
two 
o There is a lack of venture capital or other 
expansion capital to enterprises between the sizes 
of $25 and $250 million in annual sales. 
o There is a lack of venture capital for service or 
industrial firms with an after profit of less than 
25% during the first five years of operation. 
0 
0 
There are 
minorities. 
great problems of capital access for 
especially those in depressed areas. 
There is a capital shortage in rural areas.20 
James Howell. ·an economist with The First National 
of Boston in hearings before the Subcommittee. found 
distinct capital gaps. "The first gap is the 
15 
nonavailability of long-term senior debt financing for 
small-to-medium sized business firms." The second gap _ is 
the inability of the new issue market to take a venture 
capitalist out of the first round of funding. The venture 
capitalist is thus unable to recycle his 
21 
money and to 
engage in new start-ups. 
The problem of access to capital is further 
substantiated in research by Katzman and Daniels (1976). 
They researched the functioning of the private capital 
markets in New England and discovered the following capital 
shortages: 
0 In small to medium-sized firms--the most 
incubators of new products--finance 
product development must come from venture 
companies. However. these companies 
equipped to fill this gap. 
efficient 
for new 
capital 
are not 
o There is a general shortage of equity funds for 
the start-up of new firms. The new issue market 
has essentially collapsed since 1969. and in turn 
has resulted in venture capital firms being locked 
into old investments. This "lock-in" has turned 
venture capitalists to firms with better track 
records than most new enterprises. 
o Some firms. especially small firms in locales where 
banking competition is limited. have to pay higher 
than market interest rates for working-capital loans. 
o Finance for medium and long-term expansion is 
generally more expensive for medium and small-sized 
firms because of the fixed cost of public offering -
and the requirement that they pay a high-risk pre-
mium. 
o Low-income municipalities have very limited access 
to organized municipal-bond markets because they 
are not rated by bond-rating agencies. 22 
The small firms. though they are the ones that 
generate the most employment. are faced with difficulties 
in obtaining long-term financing for both operating and 
16 
capital expenses. The problem is compounded in distressed 
urban areas. Entrepreneurs usually depend on their own 
savings or money from friends or relatives to start a new 
business. The problem is. in enterprise zones, 
entrepreneurs are unlikely to have the capital to start a 
business 
either. 
and probably do not have friends with capital 
1.5 Job Generation 
Current research on the job generation process and 
small business' contribution to employment 
forced 
policy. 
legislatures and policy makers to 
creation has 
rethink urban 
David Birch of the Massachusetts In'ti tu te of 
Technology surveyed 5.6 million businesses, representing 80 
percen~ of all private sector employment to determine the 
job- generating prowess of certain firms according to size, 
region, and other variables. 
Birch conciuded that two-thirds of all new employment 
was created by firms with 20 or fewer employees. The 
independent, free-standing entrepreneurs, not the branches 
or subsidiaries of large corporations, were responsible for 
the majority of jobs created. Almost 60 percent of all jobs 
created were attributable to independent firms. 
In the Northeast, the small independent firms (0-20 
employees) were especially important. These firms were 
responsible for virtually all net new jobs created, while 
firms with more than 50 employees experienced employment 
17 
declines. 
It was the smaller younger firm th~t generated the 
most jobs. yet these firms were also the most unstable. 
After the initial four years. a firm's job creation powers 
sharply declined. New firms (less than five years old) 
created 80 percent of all replacement jobs. but 65 percent 
of these small firms failed during the critical first four 
years. However. of the firms that survived. small 
companies were four times more likely to expand than 
contract; larger firms were 50 percent more likely to 
decline than grow. 
The older and the less economically vital an area. the 
more it depended on smaller business. especially in the 
service sector to generate employment. Birch explained: 
Whatever the cause. it is clear that the only source 
of net new jobs in the · older areas is in small 
businesses and most of them are in the service 
sector rather than in manufacturing.23 
Birch concluded that the net job generators had certain 
characteristics: 
The job generating firm tends to be small. It tends 
to be dynamic (or unstable. depending on your view-
point) -- the kind of firm that banks feel uncom-
fortable about. It tends to be young. In short. the 
firms that can and do generate the most jobs are the 
ones most difficult to reach through conventional 
policy initiatives.24 
Birch further explained: 
It's no wonder that efforts to stem the tide of job 
decline have been so frustrating -- and largely 
unsuccessful. The firms that such efforts must 
reach are the most difficult to work with. They 
are small. They tend to be independent. They are 
volatile. The very spirit that gives them their 
vitality and job ~ generating powers is the same 
18 
spirit that makes them unpromising partners for the 
development administrator.25 
Research conducted by the Joint Economic Committee 
reached similar concfusions on the importance of the small 
business sector. 
it was stated that. "(t)here is 
evidence that the smaller firms generally provide ,the 
greatest number of all new jobs and expanded operations." 
A review of the literature concerning business 
location decisions. business obstacles. and job generation 
reveals important information needed to assess enterprise 
zone legislation. While taxes do not appear to be critical 
to decisions. the literature suggests that urban taxes are 
too expensive for the quality of services received and may 
hamper business development or growth. Low taxes may also 
represent a "pro-business" attitude that is important in 
expansion plans. Taxes alone will not attract business. 
Cities must also enhance the quality of life. improve 
infrastructure and services. provide job training. and make 
government regulations less burdensome. 
The literature documents the problems confronted by 
small business and minority entrepreneurs in obtaining 
start-up and operating capital. The need for venture 
capital cannot be ignored. if enterprise zones are to 
encourage small business formation. 
Studies reveal that job loss is not the main problem 
contributing to unemployment. Policies that try to attract 
large companies or policies that attempt to reduce deaths 
19 
ignore the job generation process. It is job births and 
the small businesses that are the primary employment 
creators. Therefore, enterprise zone policies should be 
geared at improving the birthrate of small businesses by 
removing the barriers to the development of small 
city independent firms. Finally, it is essential that 
governments form cooperative partnerships with the private 
sector, and the community if enterprise zones are to be 
successful. 
20 
CHAPTER 2 
Evolution of Enterprise Zones 
2.1 Enterprise Zone Origins 
The concept of enterprise zones was first articulated by 
Peter Hall. a British urban planning professor. after ~e 
visited and studied free trade zones in the Far East. 
Impressed by the economic activity in Hong Kong and 
Singapore. Hall proposed a similar system of free ports and 
tax-free zones to stimulate the economy 
in Britain. 
of depressed areas 
In free trade zones duties are not paid on imported 
domestic goods until 
market. And 
re-exported. 
trans-shipping 
the product leaves the zone for the 
duties are not paid at all if the product 
This prov is ion attracts warehousing 
facilities providing jobs which do 
require highly skilled labor. 
is 
and 
not 
If components are imported into a free trade zone and 
assembled into finished products for sale in the domestic 
market. duty is not payable on the value added within the 
zone. Foreign _companies selling in the domestic market 
have been enticed to these areas to reduce customs 
liability costs. In this case. the country receiving the 
goods has the benefit of increased employment opportunities 
for local residents. 
Hall believed that the welfare state's bureaucracy 
stifled the creation of new entrepreneurial ventures. once 
an integral function of central cities. As large scale 
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production moved out of the city. the failure of new firms 
to take over meant there were no jobs available 
urban residents. Hall argued: 
What is necessary is to find new sources of inno-
vation and enterprise. to replace that which is 
gone forever •... The city was always a seedbed for 
innovation. for new development impulses. Some 
entreprenuers succeeded and grew large. As they 
did they (often) took their business out of the 
city in search of larger scale. rationalized 
production processes. Others stagnated or even 
died; but there was always others to take their 
place. and again some of them would succeed. Now 
we have succeeded in killing off an abnormal 
proport~on. and too little innovation is happening 
to fill the gap. The job is to discover how to 
get the innovation going again.26 
for 
Critical of the large-scale. capital intensive. 
interventionist .policies practiced in Britain. Hall 
suggested the creation of free ports in the worst slums as 
a means of attracting businesses and enterpreneurs. These 
free ports would be excluded from immigration controls and 
other governmental regulations. and tax incentives would 
be offered to spur investment. 
Hall's plan entitled "Freeport" encompassed three 
central elements: 
o The encouragement of entrepreneurship and capital 
formation. The specified areas would be free of 
national exchange and customs control. and foreign 
capital would be welcome. All goods could be 
imported and sold free of duty. and it would be 
legal to export them from the Freeport ar~a also 
free of duty (perhaps after reprocessing and 
assembly). Areas of this kind do already exist 
for example the Canary Islands and Shannon Airport 
in the Republic of Ireland. 
o These areas "would be based on fairly shameless 
free enterprise. free of ..• taxes. social services 
industrial and other regulations. Bureaucracy 
would be kept at an absolute minimum. So would 
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personal and corporate taxation. Trade Unions 
would be allowed. as in Hong Kong. but there would 
be no closed shop. Wages would find their own level." 
o Residence in the area would be based on free choice 
Existing residents would be free to leave or stay 
under the new system of deregulation. low taxation 
and low social benefits.27 
Hall proposed the Freeport solution for the most 
severely blighted areas i n Great Britain. and he viewed it 
as "an extremely last-ditch solution to urban problems." 
The plan was to be administered on a small scale in areas 
"· •• largely abandoned and denuded of people. or 
alternatively areas with very grave social and economic 
problems." Freeports would be established where other 
policy solutions had failed. 
Subsequently. Hall's "Freeport" concept provided the 
framework for Sir Geoffrey Howe's "En ~ erprise Zone" 
proposal. Sir Geoffrey (the economic spokesman for the 
British Conservative Party at the time) conceived of 
enterprise zones as a general economic development tool to 
be used in depressed urban areas in general. According to 
Sir Geoffrey. the zones would be testing grounds for 
policies that. if successful. could be tried on a larger 
scale. Sir Geoffrey stated that the 11 ••• idea would be to 
set up test mark~t areas or laboratories in which to -enable 
fresh policies to prime the pump of prosperity. and to 
establish their potential for doing so elsewhere." 
According to Sir Geoffrey: 
"The idea would be to designate. in four or five 
places for a start--Clydesdale. Merseyside. the west 
Midlands. and East London say--substantial areas of 
land with the intention that most of them could be de-
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veloped with as much freedom as possible--to make pro-
fits and to create jobs."28 
Sir Geoffrey's proposal, outlined in 1978 included the 
following elements: 
0 An area of approximately a 
the most depressed part 
designated as an enterprise 
square mile or so in 
of the city would be 
zone. 
o Planning controls of any detailed kind would 
cease to apply. Any building that complied with 
the very basic anti-pollution, health and safety 
standards, and was for a legal purpose, would be 
allowed. 
o Public Authorities owning vacant land or aban-
doned property would be required to dispose of 
it to private bidders in an open market auction. 
o New developments in the area would be free from 
rent control. 
o Entrepreneurs who moved into the zone would be 
granted a reduction or exemption from property 
taxes, and there would be a reduction in capital 
gains tax on development. 
o Businesses in the zones would be guaranteed that 
public laws affecting depreciation, investment, 
etc. would not be changed to their disadvantage. 
How~ver, no special grants or subsidies would 
be payable to any enterprise in the zone. 
o Wage and price controls would not apply in the 
zone. 
o All the above conditions would be guaranteed for 
a stated and "substantial" number of years.29 
2.2 British Enterprise Zones 
It was not until the Conservative Party took off ice 
in 1979 that the enterprise zone idea gained legislative 
attention. British Enterprise Zone measures were unveiled 
in March of 1980, and were implemented by the end of the 
year. 
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enterprise zone program is similar to Sir The 
Goeffrey's 
controls. 
proposals with the exception of wage and price 
rent control. and government land and housing 
sales. At the time. these items were not included because 
wage and price controls had previously been abolished. and 
the government was already studying both means of reducing 
the impact of rent control and ways of selling 
owned land and housing. 
government-
2.2.1 British Enterprise Zone Incentives 
The goal of the Enterprise Zone Program as stated by 
the Department of the Environment " ••. is to see how far 
industrial and commercial activity can be encouraged by the 
removal of certain tax burdens; and by relaxing or speeding 
up the application of certain statutory or administrative 
controls." 
The British program allows an exemption from local 
property taxes for industrial and commercial property 
within the designated zone. Revenue lost to a city council 
because of this tax holiday is reimbursed by a grant from 
the government. Businesses locating in the enterprise zone 
also receive a 
development. 
corporate 
buildings. 
and 
income 
reduction in capital gains tax levied on 
a 100 percent capital allowance against 
tax for commercial and industrial 
A simplified version of planning controls applies 
specifically to zone development. Businesses must adhere 
to basic environmental and safety regulations. however. 
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developments that conform with the published enterprise 
zone plan do not require individual planning permission. 
Regulations are further minimized by a speedy application 
process for planning controls remaining in force. In 
addition. 
priority 
requests for customs warehousing are given 
and certain criteria are relaxed. Within the 
zones. government statistical inquiries are kept at a bare 
minimum. removing some of the burdensome governmental red 
tape. 
but. 
British enterprise zones will last for 10 years. 
zone status will be renewed if the program proves 
successful. 
There are now twenty-five zones in the United Kingdom. 
eleven were designated in the first round up to April 1982; 
the remainder were designated between July 1983 and !pril 
1.984. 
These enterprise zones were selected on the basis of 
local unemployment figures and the willingness of local 
authorities to give up some of their planning powers. The 
Department of the Environment. the administering agency. 
also looked for areas that were reasonably accessible and 
predominantly comprised of vacant land. The Secretary of 
the State for the Department of the Environment selects 
zones from requests made by local authorities and. so far. 
the bids have exceeded the number of zones available. 
2.2.2 Preliminary Results of the British Enterprise Zone Program 
Results from the British enterprise zones are mixed. 
and they have not solved the country's unemployment 
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problem. Data on the initial eleven zones has been 
compiled by British consultants. The following is a list 
of conclusions drawn from the first enterprise zones: 
o It is clear that a considerable number of jobs have 
been created in the zones. About 10.000 jobs have 
been created in 1.000 firms. Half the jobs are in 
new firms. 
o Many of the jobs are diversions. It is estimated that 
about 75 percent of the incoming firms would have 
located in the same county and most of the new firms 
would have set up. However. if a firm is staying 
in the inner city rather on the urban fringe of a 
county. it is creating employment where it is most 
needed. 
o Some of the fiscal advantages of the zones have been 
consumed in higher land prices. 
o Higher land prices have a beneficial effect in some 
cases. They result in difficult sites being brought 
onto the market. especially as the life o f zones 
only lasts for ten years--a critical factor in making 
things happen quickly. 
o More significant is the reduction in some areas in 
the value of other developments outside the zone. 
This is particularly the case where there is little 
distinction between land inside the zone and that 
immediately beyond it. 
o The zones are an excellent marketing tool. The 
reduction in bureaucracy ensures a good image. The 
limited life encourages both the local authority 
and the landowner to promote them actively. 
o The most valued incentive is the property tax relief. 
This cost about $14- $20 million in 1984. Capital 
allowances are also attractive to firms. especially 
as they are no longer available in the rest of the 
country. The relaxed planning regime has been wel-
comed by the developers for the certainty it provides. 
o The relaxation in planning controls did not cause a 
decline in standards. This may be due to the fact 
that much of the land in enterprise zones is owned 
in large blocks. Owners do not want poor buildings 
as they would reduce the value of the rest of their 
holding.30 
British zones seem to have attracted development in 
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the first stages of operation. however. the relationship 
between zone incentives and investment is questionable. 
Firms attracted to the enterprise zones appear to be 
capital intensive. these firms are less likely to generate 
employment. 
There has been an increase in development since 
enterprise zones were initiated. Development increased 
from 128.000 square meters in 1981 to 235.000 square meters 
in 1982. In 1983. another 260 0 000 square meters were 
committed or under construction. 
Although enterprise zones rely on market forces. the 
public sector plays a crucial role in stimulating 
development. Land and property improvements were initiated 
by the public sector under British rehabilitation programs. 
Public involvement is responsible for 30 percent of the 
increase in development in 1983 
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amounting to $132.9 million. 
and total expenditure 
The information suggests that for enterprise zones to 
work. they should try to encourage small business formation 
and local business expansion. They should not try to lure 
out-of-area firms. Also. enterprise zones cannot rely on 
the private sector alone. Local and state governments must 
take an active stance in improving the physical environment 
and improving the quality of services if enterprise zones 
are going to attract business. 
2.3 Enterprise Zones in America 
In the late 1970's. enterprise zones were introduced 
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to America through Stuart Butler. a British economist 
working with the Heritage Foundation. Butler's 
publications entitled. "Enterprise Zones: A Solution to the 
Urban Crisis?" (1979) and "Enterprise Zones: Pioneering in 
the Inner City" (1980). put forth the first American 
enterprise zone proposals. 
Butler's support of the enterprise zone approach is 
based on his observations of urban problems. 
Butler concludes: 
o Major injections of government money. either for 
housing projects or for commercial purposes. may not 
only be wasteful but even lead to a deterioration 
of the situation. Projects with limited outside 
support. and drawing heavily from local inventiveness 
and effort. are relatively successful. 
o The greatest economic problem of the inner city is 
the poor birth rate of businesses--and especially 
small businesses. Sm~ll businesses are the most 
effective creators of jobs in the economy. and 
provide the types of jobs most suitable to the inner 
city •.•. Studies show that these types of enterprises 
either shun. or are shunned by government agencies 
and the larger commercial lending institutions. The 
best way of encouraging this sector is thus to 
remove obstacles in the path of the entrepreneur in 
the cities and to give these individuals the kind 
of business climate that will provide the incentive 
to take risks. 
o Neighborhood residents have shown themselves eager to 
put their own time. effort. and limited resources 
into housing rehabilitation if given genuine 
encouragement to do so. Rather than funding new 
projects. governments would achieve more if they 
created a climate in which essentially self-help 
projects would be more likely to succeed.32 
These conclusions shaped the first enterprise zone 
proposals. The earliest versions of the enterprise zones 
introduced by the Heritage Foundation included five 
components: the elimination of minimum wage laws; 
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innovative action on housing and the suspension of rent 
control; a turnover trigger point to discourage companies 
from using the zones for purely tax-saving purposes; free 
trade zones; and experimentation with different policies. 
2.3.1 Elimination of Minimum Wage Laws 
The minimum wage law is cited by Butler as an example 
of a policy - that has actually contributed to economic 
decline in central cities. Butler blames minimum wage laws 
for creating high rates of unemployment especially among 
young and unskilled workers. The laws work to keep wages 
artif ically high. making it uneconomical to employ those 
with the least amount of training or education. 
Butler suggests lowering the minimum wage for youths 
in enterprise zones. to provide greater employment 
opportunities for young unskilled workers. Butler admits 
that the elimination of minimum wages probably would be 
politically unfeasable. however. he argues that: 
The denial of a job at even a very low wage rate 
means the denial of an opportunity to enter the labor 
market. and with it the chance to gain the experience 
and skills needed to achieve a more acceptable income 
in the future. It is mobility that has largely been 
eradicated in the cities.33 
I do not agree with Butler's conclusions and strongly 
oppose the elimination of minimum wages within enterprise 
zones. Such a scheme would only offer jobs in the 
secondary labor market which would not provide a chance for 
zone residents to assimilate into the economic mainstream. 
2.3.2 Innovative Housing Action 
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According to Butler. rent control is another culprit 
of urban decline. blamed for creating housing shortages and 
deterioration in rental housing stock. The goal of rent 
control is commendable: making it more economical for low-
income families to pay for housing. however. the policy has 
deleterious consequences. 
Rent control keeps rents below the market value. 
discouraging investment in rental housing. Those units 
already being rented will not be properly maintained since 
the landlord will not be able to cover his investment by 
increased rents. 
Butler proposes the phasing out of rent control in 
inner cities. to allow property owners to receive 
sufficient revenue from their rental units in order to 
maintain and improve their properties. Instead. Butler 
advocates 
families. 
a subsidy program targeted at low-income 
A second alternative to stimulate rehabilitation 
proposed by Butler is a reduction in property tax and an 
increase in the capital gains deduction on property 
appreciation. 
Butler also suggests experimenting with a homesteading 
program. whereby cities sell abandoned buildings to buyers 
who agree to rehabilitate them. The city would be able to 
raise revenues on the properties after they are renovated. 
Although Butler introduces several programs that could 
be institued in an enterprise zone program. some of these 
programs will require subsidies that local governments in 
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America may not be able to afford. A rental housing 
subsidy 
became 
could pnly be successful if the federal government 
an ~ctive participant. but under the current 
Administration. this · is highly unlikely. 
A homesteading program is one option that could be 
adopted on 
opportunity 
the 
for 
affordable housing. 
local 
local 
scale and 
governments 
2.~.3 A Turnover Trigger Point 
could 
to 
Enterprise zones have been criticized 
represent an 
provide more 
for offering 
incentives 
subsidies. 
that attract large corporations seeking tax 
In order to make zones less attractive to large 
corporations • . Butler proposes the use of a "turnover 
trigger point". Below a certain point. businesses would b~ 
able to benefit from the zone tax incentives. But when 
a business becomes more profitable and reaches a trigger 
point. it would have to pay an increasing portion of taxes. 
Since dif f eren·t types of businesses have lower 
profit/turnov~r ratios. different trigger points could be 
applied to different sectors. Large corporations would be 
less inclined to move t~ enterprise zones for solely tax 
purposes since their tax savings would be reduced. 
Enterprise zone legislation should strive to attract 
small businesses while discouraging the relocation or 
branching of large corporations seeking tax shelters. 
To discourage relocation. firms moving into zones could be 
disqualified from incentives unless they increase their 
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work force. Or incentives can be targeted to the 
development of small, independent businesses. 
2.3.4 Free Trade Zones 
Butler borrows the idea of Halls' "Freeport" and 
proposes the establishment of free trade zones within 
enterprise zones where ever possible. This would attract 
warehousing and assembly jobs to the inner city and would 
provide employment for low-skilled workers. 
2.3.5 Experimentation 
Butler agrees with Sir Geoffrey Howe that enterprise 
zones should be laboratories for testing policy 
alternatives. Butler advocates the use of "trial and error" 
within Enterprise Zones so that the " most appropriate 
combination of businesses will evolve." New policies could 
be tested on a small scale before applying them uniformly. 
Also alternative policies could b~ tried to determine the 
best one for achieving the stated objective. 
Butler suggests testing the effect of a youth minimum 
wage. Employment results could be compared with other 
zones not incorporating the sub minimum wage provision. 
Although 
politically 
wages, his 
legislators, 
some of Butler's proyosals were considered 
unpopular, such as the elimination of minimum 
ideas 
and 
sparked interest among 
academic researchers. 
policy makers, 
Federal Enterprise Zone legislation was introduced in 
May 1980 when conservative Jack Kemp (R-N.Y) presented his 
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first version of the en~erprise zone bill to congress (H.R. 
7 240) • One month later. Kemp was joined by liberal Robert 
Garcia (D-N.Y.) in the sponsorship of the Urban Jobs and 
Enterprise Zone Act 1980 (H.R. 7563). a second version of 
the bill. This partnership of conservative and liberal 
illustrated that the enterprise zone concept spanned the 
political spectrum. Although the collaboration between Kemp 
and Garcia was ' unusual considering their differing 
political philosophies. Garcia felt the program had 
potential. and he owed it to his South Bronx constituents 
to work on the bill. The South Bronx has been cited as a 
possible enterprise zone site and will be considered for 
designation if federal zone legislation is passed. Garcia 
stresses that enterprise zones are not intended to replace 
CDBGs. EDA projects. and UDAG s. He states. "· •• as I see 
it. those grant programs go hand in hand with enterprise 
zones." 
2.4 The Proposed Urban Jobs and Enterprise Zone Act 1980 
In the ill-fated Urban Jobs and Enterprise Zone Act of 
·1980. an area with excessive poverty and unemployment could 
apply for enterprise zone status. The requirements for 
poverty and unemployment were as follows: 
o the average unemployment for the past 24 months must 
be greater than or equal to twice the national 
average and 30 percent or more of the families living 
in the areas must be at or below 85 percent the 
Bureau of Labor Statistics lower living standard; or 
o the average unemployment rate for the past 24 months 
must be greater or equal to three times the national 
average; or 
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o 50 percent of the families within the zone are at or 
below 85 percent of the Bureau of Labor Statistics 
lower living standard. 
In order to be co~sidered. a zone would have to 
contain at least 4.000 persons and be defined by a 
continuous ~oundary. Also. local governments would be 
required to reduce property taxes within the zone by at 
least 20 percent for the next four years. If these 
requirements were met. the Secretary of Commerce would 
declare the area an enterprise zone. 
If zone status was awarded. businesses and property 
owners would be entitled to a package of zone benefits. 
which would last for a minimum of ten years. 
Individuals owning property in the zone used 
predominantly for business purposes would be entitled to an 
increase in the capital gain deduction from 60 percent to 
80 percent. 
To encourage employment of younger workers. a group 
with particularly high unemployment rates. the bill 
provided a 90 percent reduction in social security tax for 
employees under 21 years old and a 50 percent reduction for 
workers 21 years of age and older. 
Providing that 50 percent of a business' work force 
lived in the z9ne. a business would be eligible for four 
benefits: a 15 percent reduction in corporate income tax; 
a three year straight-line depreciation for all property 
(except for land) up to $500.000 per year; a loss carry-
forward up to ten years; and a cash method of accounting if 
the business' gross income does not exceed $1.5 million. 
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Corporations in the zone would receive a reduction in 
capital gains tax from 28 percent to 15 percent on property 
(except for land) used for zone trading purposes. 
2.4.1 Criticisms of the Urban Jobs and Enterprise Zone Act 1980 
Both the general thrust and the individual components 
of the 1980 bill were criticized. It was feared that the 
goals of small business generation and employment 
opportunities for zone residents would not be achieved 
through the proposed measures. 
2.4.2 Types of Business Attracted 
While the enterprise zone concept stresses the 
creation of small business and local entrepreneurship, the 
bill's tax benefits were most appealing to large 
corporations or their branches and subsidiaries seeking tax 
credits. The loss carry-forward, reduced social security 
costs and decreased taxes would not help most small 
businesses since they make little or no taxable profit in 
their early years. Small firms typically lack large 
investments in depreciable machinery and plants, and they 
require years to generate significant profits 
gains. 
or capital 
The capital subsidies available are higher than the 
labor subsidies. Therefore, more capital-intensive firms, 
as opposed to labor-intensive firms would be attracted to 
the zones. Opponents argue that this is not · the best way to 
encourage employment growth. 
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Critics also warned that the depreciation incentive 
could be used to install large amounts of equipment. 
without employing new workers. 
Susan Clarke. in an article entitled ~nt~EEEi~~ ~~~~~~ 
states that the provision 
of future tax deductions are unlikely to overcome the 
initial business start-up costs; "(f)ront capital. not 
future tax deductions is the critical problem 
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for most 
small. independent enterprises." She also notes that the 
administration's budgetary proposals would remove the 
direct loans. loan guarantees. and venture capital programs 
available through the Small Business Administration. the 
Economic Development Administration. the Community Services 
Administration. and the Urban Development Action Grant 
(UDAG) programs. 
In addition to the problem of obtaining funding. 
Clarke points out that small businesses are especially 
prone to failure in the first four years of operation. 
Some instances of failure can be attributed to lack of 
managerial and technical skills. However. t ·he proposed 
legislation does not include provisions for technical 
assistance. management. or marketing skills. Clarke states. 
"without venture 
preparation skills 
capital and business 
it is unlikely that 
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will flourish in enterprise zones." 
2.4.3 Social Security Tax Breaks 
operation and 
small businesses 
The use of social security tax decreases was seen as a 
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dangerous 
Security 
guarantee 
precedent 
solvency. 
in the time of concern over Social 
Furthermore, this benefit did not 
that low-income persons would be employed since 
social security tax reductions could be used for highly 
payed executives as well as low-income persons. In fact, 
Social Security savings for a middle-level executive 
would be far greater than hiring a low-skilled person at or 
slightly above minimum wage. 
2.4.4 The Residency Requirement 
The residency requirement, 
employment, did not guarantee 
designed to increase zone 
that local residents would 
benefit from increased employment. The requirement had 
the potential of attracting skilled workers into the zone 
with possible displacement of local residents. Since the 
residency requirement did not specify types of persons to 
be employed, such as CETA or JTPA eligible, the measures 
were not strong enough to ensure employment to low-income 
residents. This measure was further criticized for the 
amount of red tape involved in administration. 
2.4.5 Job Relocation 
Another concern over the proposed bill was that 
of job creation, city businesses would move into 
the zone, 
employment. 
merely relocating jobs rather than creating new 
Also, businesses located across the street or 
in close proximity to the zone would have an unfair 
competitive disadvantage. The problem of land speculation 
and the possible displacement of local residents also 
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generated concern. 
2.4.6 Costs 
The Joint Committee on Taxation estimated that the 
enterprise zone program would cost $1.5 billion anually. 
Advocates argue that these are not revenues lost because 
businesses taking advantage of the tax breaks would not 
exist without the program. 
Sternleib and Listoken are not convinced by this 
logic: " ••• the program as now presented is too much a blank 
check in costs and too obscure in benefits to inspire total 
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acceptance." 
A final shortcoming was that in some states isolated 
tax reductions are illegal. Even in areas where differing 
tax rates are allowed, mayors protested the reduction in 
city revenues which would result from property tax cuts. 
2.5 The Urban Jobs and Enterprise Zone Act 1981 
The bill was revised on June 3, 1981 to address some 
of the criticisms wagered against the 1980 bill. The new 
bill attempted to place a greater emphasis on small 
business development. A provision for low-income housing 
was also incorporated in the new bill. The Urban Jobs and 
--- ----- ---- ---
En!~EEEi~~ Zone Act of !2~1L was introduced in the House 
(R.R. 3824), while a companion bill was introduced in the 
Senate (S. 1310). Hearings were held in 1981 and 1982. 
In response to criticisms that enterprise zones would 
be used as a substitute for other urban programs, site 
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selection was moved from The Department of Commerce to 
The Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD). 
Unlike the 1980 bill. a limit on the number of zones 
to be designated was included. During the first three 
years of the program between 10 and 25 zones would be 
chosen. Since enterprise zones are considered an 
experimental tool. this is an important change. This would 
allow for a careful analysis of the existing zones before 
applying the concept on a larger scale. 
In order to be considered for designation. local 
governments would not have to reduce property taxes but 
instead they would be required to show their commitment to 
development by reducing "the various burdens borne by 
employers and employees." The bill suggested reductions in 
tax rates or fees. improvements in local services. 
streamlining business and employment regulations. and 
commitments from private entities to provide training and 
other assistance for zone residents. 
New eligibility criteria required an area to be 
characterized by "pervasive poverty. unemployment and 
general distress." Sites had to meet the eligibility 
requirements of the Urban Development Action Grant Program. 
In addition. the areas had to display at least one of the 
following indicators of distress: 
0 Unemployment for 
period is at least 
average. 
the 
one 
most 
and 
recent eigtheen-month 
a half times the national . 
o At least 20 percent of the population is living in 
poverty. as defined by the Bureau of Census. 
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o At least 70 percent of the area residents have in-
comes below 80 percent of the median income for the 
area as a whole. 
o All census tracts within the area suffered at least 
a 10 percent decrease in population between 1970 and 
1980 and are characterized by chronic abandonment 
or substantial property tax arrearages. 
Both urban and rural areas would be eligible for 
enterprise zone designation in this bill. Urban areas 
needed populations greater than 4.000 and rural areas 
needed populations exceeding 2.soo persons to be 
considered. Indian reservations would also be eligible for 
designation. 
The tax incentives were redesigned to provide more 
cash flow to businesses and to discourage the branching by 
larger firms. The new tax measures included: refundable 
tax credits for employees and employers; a reduction in 
capital gains tax for zone property; and a 50 percent tax 
allowance for income received in the zone for business 
establishments. 
2.5.1 Refundable Credits for Employers and Employees 
An employer could take a tax credit equal to five 
percent of the wages paid to a "qualified employee" (a 
CETA-eligible person who performs at least 20 percent of 
his/her service in the zone). The credit was refundable if 
the total tax credit exceeded the employer's tax liability. 
An employee of a "qualified business" could also take 
a credit against his or her personal federal income tax 
equal to five percent of the income received from services 
performed for the business within a~ enterprise zone. A 
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qualified business would be a business where at least 50 
percent of gross receipts came from trade within an 
enterprise zone and at least 40 percent of new hirings were 
qualified employees. Already established businesses would 
qualify if the average amount of full-time employees was at 
least 10 percent greater than for the year immediately 
before designation. 
2.5.2 Capital Gains--Corporations and Non Corporate Taxpayers 
Taxpayers were not required to pay any capital gains 
tax on tangible property installed after Enterprise Zone 
designation 
purposes. 
if 
The 
the property has been used for business 
provisions could be used for new and 
substantially rehabilitated low-income rental housing. 
2.5.3 Reduction in Taxation of Gross Income 
A 50 percent tax allowance would be available to any 
qualified business for income received in the zone. The 
same allowance would be available for income received from 
loans. mortgages and other financing used by qualified 
businesses. 
2.5.4 Other Provisions 
Foreign Trade Zones would be established whenever 
possible and the Foreign Trade Board would expedite the 
application process. 
The provision for net operating loss carry-over and 
the cash method of computing taxable income would be 
retained. The new limit would require the business' total 
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receipts not to exceed $2 million in the tax year. The new 
bill scrapped the three-'year straight depreciation 
allowance for capital equipment. 
Enterprise zones would be considered "small entities" 
under the terms of the 1980 Regulatory Flexibility Act 
(P.L. 96-354). This would remove unreasonable regulation 
imposed on small businesses. 
Even with the proposed changes. the tax and regulatory 
measures are of marginal consideration by businesses 
deciding to start up in an enterprise zone. More 
significant businesses inducements would have to be offered 
by st.ate or local governments if businesses are to be 
attracted to enterprise zones. 
2.6 The Administrations Enterprise Zone Tax Act (1985) 
Although Reagan spoke of enterprise zones as the 
centerpiece of his urban policy in 1980. the 
Administration's legislation did not come forth until 1982 
with the proposed En~~EEEi~~ ~£~~ !~~ ~£~ £! 12~~~ The Act 
has been revised in 1983 and 1984. As it currently stand~. 
The Enterprise Zone Tax Act of 1985 has similar eligibility 
requirements to the Urban Jobs and Enterprise Zone ' Act 
(1981). The Administration's Act includes the following 
incentives: 
o An additional investment tax credit (ITC) for in-
vestment within zones equal to three percent for 
three-year recovery period and five percent for 
longer life recovery period. For nonrecovery 
property. the additional ITC would equal SO percent 
of the regular applicable percentage for personal 
property. 
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0 
0 
A ten percent 
reconstruction 
property. 
credit for 
of buildings. 
new construction or 
including residential 
Exempt capital gains 
zones and on interests 
on business property 
in zone businesses. 
in the 
o The use of small issue tax-exempt industrial 
0 
0 
0 
zone. 
development bonds (IDB) used to finance enterprise 
zone investments beyond the 1986 sunset date 
applicable for small issue IDBs elsewhere; and per-
mit property financed with such IDBs to be depre-
ciated under the Accelerated Cost Recovery System. 
A nonrefundable 
five percent of 
in the zone. up 
tax credit for employees equal to 
the first $10.500 of wages earned 
to $525 a year. 
A nonrefundable credit for employers equal to 
percent of total enterprise zone payroll for 
first $17.500 paid to each qualified employee. 
ten 
the 
For employers. a separate credit equal to 50 
percent of the wages paid to disadvantaged 
individuals employed in the zone. The credit would 
decrease by ten percentage points in the fo.urth 
year and each year thereafter. ending after seven 
years. 
All incentives would be in effect for the life of the 
(20 years). to be phased out in the succeeding four 
years. 
Enterprise zones have met resistance in Congress. 
especially from the Chairman of the Finance Committee. 
Robert Dole. whose panel must approve the legislation. 
Dole has voiced concern over the Administration's heavy 
reliance on tax credits and the possibility that the 
program may just redirect existing capital and jobs 
instead of creating new ones. Passage of federal 
enterprise zone legislation has also been hindered by 
concentration on major budget and tax reform measures. 
concern over the federal deficit. and resistance by key 
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members of the Ways and Means Committee. The most recent 
concerns over terrorism and foreign affairs has shifted. 
national emphasis away from enterprise zones. 
Federal ~nt~rprise Zones: A Critique 
Since inception, enterprise zones have provoked much 
debate. As a sole policy, enterprise zones are 
unacceptable. If the estimated costs of the program could 
be recovered, states and localities would benefit more 
direct subsidies. 
Comparing the federal programs to Chapter 1 
outlines the location determinants of firms. 
from 
which 
the 
legislation is not strong enough to encourage business 
The incentives only provide operating cost location. 
reductions. Operating subsidies are usually more important 
for ongoing businesses rather than new business ventures. 
The federal proposal would not off er venture capital, 
most crucial need for small business creation. 
In order to attract private investment, 
governments must increase their services, improve 
the 
local 
their 
infrastructure, and enhance their quality of life, however, 
no federal grants would be designated to communities 
this purpose. 
The types of jobs created by enterprise zones 
sparked much criticism, especially from labor groups. 
for 
has 
The 
AFL-CIO attacks enterprise zones as being "little more than 
a localized version of 'trickle down' economics." Another 
opponent asserts: "enterprise zones are a component of the 
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current drive by multinational corporations and 
allies in federal government to drive down wages 
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working conditions in the United States." 
Critics charge that enterprise zones will only 
jobs in the secondary labor market, limiting 
their 
and 
off er 
the 
opportunity for advancement or upward mobility. Jobs that 
will be attracted to zones will pay lower wages and offer 
worse working conditions. Also, it would be more difficult 
for labor to organize in these industries. 
Enterprise zones are compared to "Operation Bootstrap" 
in Puerto Rico which used many of the same features as 
enterprise zones. In Puerto Rico companies flocked to the 
island to take advantage of the tax savings, and then left 
after the tax breaks ended. The types of industry enticed 
to the island were low-profit, low-wage, sweatshop 
operations which have not contributed to the long-term 
economic stability of Puerto Rico. 
In spite of "Operation Bootstrap," Puerto still has 
one of the highest levels of unemployment in the nation, a 
stagnant economy, and severe poverty. The government is 
unable to finance itself because of the lost tax revenues 
resulting from tax holidays. 
Dr. Goldsmith, a professor of urban and regional 
planning at Cornell University refers to enterprise zones 
as "bringing the third world home." According to 
Goldsmith, enterprise zones would depress wages and reduce 
labor's bargaining power. Similarly, Antonio Stevens-Arroya 
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writes. 
zones will result in "dead-end jobs with marginal salaries" 
that will "condemn the poor to second-class citizenship." 
Since urban problems are complex and multi faceted. a 
single approach to problem resolution will not ameliorate 
these problems. Another critic states it is doubtful that 
enterprise zones can promote "· •• national urban policy 
goals of rational concentrated land use in support of 
optimal economic growth ••• (t)he highly place oriented 
proposal shifts emphasis away from 
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coordination of 
revitalization tools and objectives." 
One author doubts the credibility of enterprise zones. 
and calls them "nostalgic." 
Government subsidies. tax incentives. and regulatory 
relief are not nearly enough to overcome technological 
end market driven forces redistributing blue-collar 
jobs and shaping the economy of our major cities.39 
Policy should be "future oriented" and should not try to 
inhibit change • This author believes that: 
The 
poor 
•• (w)ithout an expanding of the national economy. 
improved education and technical training programs 
for the urban disadvantaged. stricter enforcement 
of civil rights legislation. and the mobility of the 
underclass from economically depressed ghettos. the 
permanence and growth of the underclass will be 
assured.40 
author suggests that enterprise zone policy may keep 
and minorities concentrated in urban areas. He 
advocates providing the urban disadvantaged access to 
suburbia where the jobs already exist. 
The President's Commission for a National Agenda for 
the Eighties c .r i t i c i z e d the Administration's "place-
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oriented" approach of enterprise zones. The report stated 
that the welfare of cities is directly related to the 
vitality of the national economy. Cities' long-term economic 
interests are better served by federal program that promote 
national growth than by place-specific urban development 
policies that try to counter the effects of change. Cities 
need to adapt to change instead of trying to change its 
process. The Commission recommends, "spatially neutral 
national social and economic policies," as opposed to 
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the 
place-oriented enterprise zones. 
In fl~EEiE~ magazine enterprise zones are critiqued 
as follows: 
Like other urban policy proposals of the past, the 
enterprise zones promise more than they can deliver. 
They cannot combat structural unemployment, and they 
ignore other social and economic problems of our cities: 
insufficient private and public investment, inadequate 
education opportunities, concentration of elderly and 
of people who have never experienced work, and a 
deteriorating physical environment. These problems 
cannot be solved by substituting "free enterprise" 
for government.42 
The federal cuts in Community Development Block Grants 
and Urban Development Action Grants signify that if there 
is any new urban policy at all, it will probably consist 
only of enterprise zone legislation. , 
Enterprise zones as the nation's urban policy will not 
suffice. The federal government must take more of an 
initiative than to cut business taxes and operating 
expenses if urban problems are to be addressed. Although 
enterprise zones may be used as an economic development 
tool, they should not be viewed as a general urban policy. 
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The proposed legislation does not target the group of 
businesses that create the most employment opportunities. 
Furthermore. the federal government has cut back grants 
that could be used in coordination with enterprise zones to 
improve the quality of - life in the cities. 
program would have to be restructured to 
business development if enterprise zones 
successful on the national level. And then 
The federal 
foster small 
are to be 
they would have 
to be one component of an overall economic growth policy. 
Enterprise zones cannot solve urban problems alone. 
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CHAPTER 3 
State Enterprise Zones 
3.1 State Enterprise Zone Legislation 
Federal legislation continues to be debated. meanwhile. 
27 states have incorporated enterprise zones into their 
overall economic development stategies (Map 3.1) and (Table 
3. 1) • One state. Pennsylvania. has implemented an 
enterprise zone program administratively. instead of 
passing state legislation. 
Enterprise zones are usually designated based on 
unemI>loyment. poverty. or population loss. All states have 
at least one of the following incentives available within 
their enterprise zones: regulatory relief. sales use and 
tax exemption. public service improvements. property tax 
abatement/reduction. job 
credit. and preference 
(IDBs). 
tax credit. 
in Industrial 
employer in~ome tax 
Development Bonds 
Generally. enterprise zones are targeted to urban 
areas. but some states consider rural areas for 
designation. The enterprise zone designation process is 
either competitive or noncompetitive. With a competitive 
method. only a specific number of zones can be designated 
annually. In noncompetitive states. the number of zones 
to be designated is unlimited. In both cases. the town or 
city applies for enterprise zone status through the lead 
agency. The application is evaluated according to the degree 
of local distress and local commitment to zone development. 
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MAP 3.1 
State Enterprise Zone Legislation 
Georgia (for Enterprise Zone in Atlanta) 
Rhode Island (eftactive upon pa11age of Federal legislation) 
o ·states with Legislation enacted 
~ State with Administrative EZ Program 
B States in which enabling Legislation 
proposed in 1985 
o States in which zones have been 
designated 
Source: U.S. Department of housing 
and Urban Development 
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TABLE 3.1 
STATE ENTERPRISE ZONE PROGRAM SUMMARY TABLE 
Designation Criteria Enterprise Zone Incentives 
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0.laWU'I • • • • • 
Florid• • • • • • • 
Georgia • • • • • 
1111 noh 
• • • • • • • • • • 
lnd1an1 • • • • • • 
ic.nsas 
• • • • • • • • • 
Kentucky • • • • • • • 
Loulsflna • • • • • • • • 
Karyl and • • • • • • • 
Hfnn11ota • • • • • 
"1u1sslpp1 • • • .. • • • • • 
"1ssourt • • • • • • • • 
Nevada • e • • 
New Jersey • • • • e • • • 
Oh to • • • • • • • • • 
OklahON • • • • • • 
Oregon • • • • • • • 
Pennsylvania • • • • • • • 
Rhode Is land • • • • • • • • 
Tenn11se1 • • • • • • • • • • 
Tun • • • • • • • 
Vtrg1n1a • • • • • .. .. .. . . 
Source: National Association of State Development Agencies 
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Each state has uniquely designed its program to meet its 
individual needs and objectives by integrating state and 
local incentives. Monitoring the results of state programs 
is particularly important since their results will play a 
key role in deciding over federal zone legislation. 
Because of the newness of enterprise zones. their 
long-term 
different 
results are unknown. Since every state has a 
program and each program consists of a unique 
blend of incentives. it is hard to deduce from previous 
programs the outcome of enterprise zones. Preliminary 
studies have been conducted by the Sabre Foundation. They 
found that "almost none of the companies operating in the 
enterprise zones represent relocations •••• Major growth has 
come about from expansion of existing firms and from start-
ups that otherwise appeared unlikely to occur." The study 
revealed that unemployed and low-income workers accounted 
for 30 
growth. 
percent of all hirings relatea to enterprise zone 
Fu thermo re. many jobs have been saved from 
businesses reconsidering moving because of enterprise 
incentives. 
zone 
Dick Cowden. Associate Director of the Sabre 
Foundation. has recently proposed a study to be performed 
on enterprise zones. He will be surveying between 100-200 
businesses to determine their reasons for locating in 
enterprise zones. He also plans to address the following 
issues: the firm's prior knowledge of the zone incentives. 
the effects of investment within the zone. the climate for 
future investment and expansion. the zone's effects on area 
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property values. the amount of public 
necessary to help business locate in an area. 
barriers that impede zone location. and the 
expenditures 
the red-tape 
ramifications 
of a possible federal enterprise zone program on future 
development. 
Earl Jones. an urban planning professor at the 
University of Chicago/Urbana. is currently researching the 
relationship between state enterprise zone incentives and 
business location. 
The Council for Urban Economic Development (CUED) has 
that successful enterprise zones have the concluded 
following 
support. 
characteristics: political and bureaucratic 
private sector support. local capacity and 
ability. changing market conditions. and zone . management. 
A study by the National Association of State 
Development Agencies (NASDA) concludes that in order for 
enterprise zones to be effective. they must be aggressively 
marketed: "An enterprise zone will have little success if 
communities and businesses are unaware of its existence. 
To work. an enterprise zone must have an effective 
marketing program." 
Enterprise zones have potential to provide jobs for 
local residents and act as a catalyst for development. 
However. in order for enterprise zones to be successful 
there must be input from all aspects of the community--
state and local governments. businesses. community leaders. 
and residents. 
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As part of a comprehensive development plan. enterprise 
zones can address the issues of local unemployment and 
declining tax bases. However. used alone. enterprise zones 
cannot solve urban problems. Enterprise zones work best 
when they are combined with other state and local 
development strategies. 
economic 
In order for an enterprise zone to be successful. it 
must encourage small business creation. provide local 
opportunity. and allow community residents employment 
partcipate in enterprise zone decision making. 
to 
In 
addition. local governments have the power to augment state 
programs by using innovative local initiatives. 
of state programs illustrates the uniqueness 
program and the varying degrees of response to 
development needs. 
3.2 Community Development Needs 
How states address 
participation. 
is 
employment 
explored 
the issues 
creation. and 
to illustrate 
of 
small 
the 
A review 
of each 
community 
community 
business 
different financing 
approaches used in the states. and how responsive the 
legislation is to community needs. 
3.2.1 Community Participation 
Most of the zone legislation does 
residents with a direct role in day-to-day 
not 
zone 
provide 
decision 
making. Although 
the local level. 
zone participation may be encouraged on 
only seven states have provisions in the 
state legislation that require local input into zone 
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decision making. 
Kentucky. Ohio, Minnesota, Missouri. New Jersey. 
Indiana. and Texas are amongst the states with legislation 
requiring some form of participation. 
Kentucky's legislation allows for the formation of a 
Neighborhood Enterprise Association Corporation (NEA). The 
association must make available. at no cost, a share of 
zone stock to eligible zone residents. In addition. all 
state and local property not being used can be leased to 
the neighborhood association for 99 years for no more then 
$1.00. The NEA is exempt from state or local taxes for the 
life of the zone. Although citizens are not given a direct 
role in zone decision making, residents are provided with 
an equity stake in zone development. 
In Illinois a tax credit is given for contributions 
made to Neighborhood Enterprise Associations (NEA). Again. 
this does not require that residents take part in deciding 
or recomme~ding zone development, but it does encourage 
local organizations to establish support systems in 
enterprise zones. 
Ohio has adopted a provision to require 
establishment of a local zone governing authority. 
statute stipulates that once a zone is designated, 
the 
The 
a Tax 
Incentive Review Council must be established. The function 
of the council is to review a firm's compliance with the 
goals and conditions of the act and to make ' recommendations 
to the city. Although there is no requirement that zone 
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residents comprise the council membership there is an 
opportunity for zone inhabitants to become involved in the 
council. 
At the beginning stages of zone designation. residents 
in Minnesota and Missouri are allowed to comment on the 
desirability of zone designation to the state agency. 
The decision to designate an area is based - partially on 
community commitment and interest. 
Texas Neighborhood Associations are authorized to 
provide public services with a~proval and coordination with 
the responsible government agency. 
Indiana and New Jersey have the most effective zone 
participation structure. In these two states there are 
governing boards appointed by public officials who are 
directly involved with zone decision making. 
Indiana's statute requires a State Enterprise Zone 
Board and an Enterprise Zone Association for each 
zone. The board consists of 13 members appointed by 
governor. Representatives from business. labor. 
neighborhood associations make up the Board. 
local 
the 
and 
The Urban Enterprise Association (UEA) operates on the 
local 
public 
level. 
sector 
representatives. 
Members of the association include: five 
members. three local business 
and three zone residents. Public sector 
pembers are chosen from the local planning department. the 
local economic development department. the state 
legislature. the state department of commerce and the local 
governing body. 
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The UEA is charged with coordinating zone 
development. marketing the enterprise zone. and initiating 
and coordinating community development activity that 
effects employment. the physical environment or turnover in 
the zone. 
The UEA gives local residents a voice in the decision-
making process and allows residents to determine the future 
of their zone. 
New Jersey has a mechanism for community involvement 
in zone decision making but zone participation is not 
mandatory. here. municipalities may create local non profit 
zone corporations. 
If a corporation is established the Board of Directors 
would be made up of members from local government. business 
and community organizations. The corporation is responsible 
for drafting a zone development plan and proposing ways of 
fostering involvement in zone economic development by 
coordinating private entities. neighborhood associations. 
community organizations and residents. 
3.2.2 Job Creation for Disadvantaged Residents 
The encouragement of local employment 
availability of job training is crucial to 
and 
success 
the 
of 
enterprise zones. The majority of states target incentives 
for employment creation. In some cases. 
hiring local and disadvantaged persons are 
incentives 
offered. 
for 
In 
other instances. a business is required to hire a certain 
percentage of zone and disadvantaged persons in order to be 
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eligible for economic incentives. A sample of states' 
employment incentives are provided in Table 3.2. 
3.2.3 Job Training 
Availability of employment training is crucial to 
providing employment opportunities for zone residents. 
Although some states provide job training at the local 
level. only five states incorporate job training measures 
in their enterprise zones: Alabama. Connecticut. Missouri, 
New Jersey. and Ohio. Ohio allots $1000 per employee for 
training costs. Missouri offers a $400 training credit for 
each new employee who is a zone resident or is considered 
"unemployable." A job training voucher is issued to zone 
residents in Connecticut. Participants can use the 
vouchers to buy job training sponsored by the Labor 
Commission. Zone firms are encouraged to hire voucher 
holders. New Jersey and Alabama tarket state job-training 
programs to zone residents. 
TABLE . 3.2 
State Job Creation Provisions 
Arkansas $2.000 employer tax credit per net new 
employee. if at least 35% of the employees 
live in the same county as the zone and 
receive some form of public assistance 
California 
or have been considered hard to employ. 
Tax credit for hiring 
individuals reduced by the 
erally funded payments for 
follows: 
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disadvantaged 
amount of fed-
j ob training. as 
Connecticut 
Delaware 
Florida 
Illinois 
Indiana 
Kansas 
Louisiana 
50% of qualified wages in year 1 
40% of qualified wages in year 2 
30% of qualified wages in year 3 
20% of qualified wages in year 4 
10% of qualified wages in year 5 
Employee tax credit of 5% up to a total 
credit of $450. reduced by $.09 for each 
dollar in wages earned above $9.000. 
Bidder preference for contractors hiring 
persons with high risk of unemployment. 
Tax credits for hiring persons unemployed 
at least six months. 
50% reduction in state corporate business 
tax for 10 years. provided that 30% of 
the firm's employers are zone or city res-
idents or JTPT-eligible municipal residents. 
$1.000 provided to manufacturers for each 
new job created provided that 30% of the 
firm's employers are zone or city residents 
or JPTA-eligible municipal residents. 
For each new employee for which at least 
$40.000 in new investment has been made. a 
$500 tax credit for industries. and a $250 
tax credit for commercial and retail firms. 
A corporate income tax credit equal to 25% 
of the first $1.500 in monthly wages of new 
employees for a period up to 12 months. 
Employees must reside in the zone. 
A taxpayer conducting a trade or business 
in an enterprise zone may receive a $500 
tax credit per eligible employee. if the 
tax payer hires five or more eligible em-
ployees and full-time employees increase 
by at least 5 over the previous tax year. 
Employer tax credit of 10% of qualified 
resident employee wages up to $1.500 per 
employee; resident employee tax deduction 
equal to one-half of adjusted gross income 
up to $7.500. 
Employee tax credit of $350 for each em-
ployee living in Kansas; $500 for each 
disadvantaged employee. 
Qualified businesses receive $2.500 tax 
credit per net new employee. 
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Missouri 
New Jersey 
Ohio 
Businesses are only . elig{ble for incen-
tives if their work force is at least 30% 
zone residents or workers considered "un-
employable." 
Unemployment insurance tax credit for 
workers making $1,500 or less per month on 
following schedule: 
0 Years 1-4 50% of tax paid; 
0 Years 5-8 40% of tax paid; 
0 Years 9-12 30% of tax paid; 
0 Years 13 ..'.. 16 20% of tax paid; 
0 Years 16-20 10% of tax paid. 
$1,500 tax credit for each new employee 
who was unemployed for 90 days or on wel-
fare before receiving a job; $500 to a 
person residing in a qualified municipality. 
In order for business' to qualify for in-
centives, they must hire new employees, 
at least 25% of whom are: 
- unemployed and residing for four months 
in the county of the facility; 
- CETA eligible employees residing for 
six months in the county; 
- recipients of AFDC, general welfare, 
or unemployment compensation residing 
for at least six months in the county. 
handicapped persons residing 
~ounty for six months. 
in the 
- residents of the county for at least 
one year. 
Source: U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development 
3.2.4 Venture Capital 
Availability of venture capital is especially 
important for small business development; yet only seven 
states make venture capital available for their enterprise 
zones. Connecticut, Florida, Indiana, Maryland. 
Mississippi. Oklahoma, and Pennsylvania provide state 
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venture capital funds. 
3.3 Innovative Approaches 
A review of states' enterprise zone benefits 
criteria for designation reveal the uniqueness of 
and 
each 
program. 
variety 
different 
education 
educational 
In addition to the measures discussed above. a 
of innovative approaches are being used 
states. In Tennessee. the importance 
in enterprise zones is stressed. 
assistance grants and loans are set aside 
qualified zone residents. Tax credits are available 
in 
of 
State 
for 
for 
contributions used in the creation. operation. maintenance. 
or improvement of public schools within an enterprise zone. 
Florida offers a 50 percent credit on state income tax 
for donations to local community development. such as 
community development corporations and community action 
groups. Annual credit is limited to $200.000 per firm up 
to an aggregate credit amount of $3 million. Unused 
credits can be forwarded up to five years. 
In Ohio it is recognized that to increase zone 
employment ·especially for disadvantaged persons. day care 
is needed. Here. a tax credit for day-care services up to 
$300 a child per year for 24 months is available. 
3.4 Local Inititiatives 
Most local governments show their commitment to 
enterprise zones by reducing taxes. improving local 
services. providing regulatory relief. performing 
infrastructure construction and repair. tarketing local 
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funds to enterprise zones. providing technical assistance. 
and performing marketing strategies • . 
One innovative local technique used in cities that can 
not afford to offer tax incentives. yet need to perform 
public improvements. is Tax Increment Financing (TIF). In 
Florida. Indiana. Kansas. Nevada. and Texas local 
governments are authorized to use TIF within their 
enterprise zones. TIF funds resulting from zone projects 
in Indiana may be used for job training. job enrichment 
activities. and basic skill development. 
TIF is a method of funding public investment in an 
area targeted for redevelopment by capturing the increased 
tax revnenues generated from new development. As private 
investments add to the tax base within a targeted area. tax 
revenues are placed into a special fund. These funds are 
used for public purposes. Often bonds are sold initially 
for infrastructur_e or other improvements. Increased 
revenues resulting from the public investment are used to 
pay off the bonds. After bond repayment. funds are used 
for community and public projects. 
Another zoning alternative used in some states is 
incentive zoning. Businesses are granted more floor space 
than the zoning allows if they agree to donate sidewalks. 
parks. maintenance. security. or parking. Some localities 
have experimented with homesteading and shopsteading 
programs offering houses and stores to persons agreeing to 
rehabilitate them. In other zones neighborhood crime 
watches have been instituted. 
I 
Some municipalities set up 
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support systems within the zones offering day care. 
transportation. education. and job training. 
Enterprise zones offer great potential on the local 
level for innovativeness. Local zone managers can pool 
together local resources to make development happen. Local 
managers have to be innovatiove in the age of new 
federalism and figure ways of using limited resources in 
concert to achieve the maximum public benefit. 
The first ingredient to an effective enterprise zone 
is the state legislation. State's that provide communities 
a say in planning for enterprise zones. encourage 
employment. provide job training. and provide venture 
capital for new business ventures are most responsive to 
community development needs. Local governments can 
augment state programs by pooling together local resources 
and targeting programs to enterprise zones. Enterprise 
zones should not be considered a replacement for other 
state economic development programs. Instead they should 
be designed to complement that which already exists. An 
enterprise zone is of ten as effective as the state's 
comprehensive economic development policy. 
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CHAPTER 4 
Case Study: Connecticut's Enterprise Zone Program 
The state of Connecticut's enterprise zone program was 
chosen as a case study to illustrate the evolution of the 
legislation and to assess financial investment and job 
creation in enterprise zones. Since Connecticut was one of 
the first states to implement enterprise zones. it provides 
a good example. 
4.1 The Connecticut Enterprise Zone Program 
In spite of a healthy state economy 
unemployment rates. it was obvious that some 
and 
of 
low 
the 
neighborhoods. especially in older urban areas. were not 
benefitting from the states economic vitality. Ironically. 
Connecticut has one of the highest per capita incomes in 
the nation and it also has two of the poorest cities: 
Hartford and Bridgeport (two of the enterprise zones). 
Since private investment was not flowing into these 
neighborhoods and federal. state or local efforts had not 
been able to reverse the process of deterioration. the 
concept of enterprise zones was proposed as an experiment. 
Connecticut was one of the first 
enterprise zone legislation in June 1981. 
implemented one year later. (Appendix A) 
states to adopt 
the program was 
This legislation 
evolved from Connecticut's Urban Jobs Program. established 
in 1978. The Urban Jobs program provided incentives for 
manufacturing and research and development firms. The 
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enterprise zone legislation expanded these incentives and 
created new incentives for commercial/retail businesses and 
residential rehabilitation. The experience in Connecticut 
has played a key role in other states' decisions to initiate 
enterprise zones and will affect federal legislative 
decisions. 
Connecticut's program has been complimented by a study 
performed by Dick Cowden of the Sabre Foundation as being 
the most competently and enthusiastically administered. 
Connecticut's incentives are designed to attract 
businesses to locate in zones or to expand facilities 
within the zones. According to the state Department of 
Economic Development the goals of the enterprise zone are 
twofold: 
1. "to channel investment to particularly distressed 
inner-city core neighborhoods reversing a decade-long 
flow o f business. industry and dollars from its old 
industrial centers." 
2. "To assure that some of the investment. lu~ed by state 
benefits. would directly create jobs for inner-city 
(zone) residents." 
4.1.1 Designation Criteria 
In order for an area to be considered for enterpise 
zone designation. one or more of the following conditions 
must exist in at least one of the census tracts: 
o 25 percent or more of the population have incomes below 
the federally established poverty level. 
0 at least 25 percent of the population is 
income 'maintenance funds; or 
dependent on 
o an unemployed rate 200 percent above the state average. 
A second contiguous census tract could be designated if at 
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least one of the following criteria is met: 
The 
o 15 percent or more persons below the poverty line, 
o 15 percent or more households receiving public 
assistance or welfare. 
0 an unemployment rate 150 percent or more 
state's average unemployment rate. 
areas for consideration must consist of one 
of the 
or two 
contiguous census tracts and must be partially zoned for 
commercial and industrial activity. Connecticut employs a 
competitive process in designating zones. Currently the 
state limits the number of enterprise zones to be 
established to six: three in areas with populations less 
than 80,000 and three in areas with populations exceeding 
80,000. The Act requires ~hat designation continue for a 
minimum of ten years from the original date of approval. 
Under the state's enterprise zone program. incentives are 
available for manufactuting and research and development 
operations. commercial and retail businesses. and 
residential rehabilitation. 
4.1.2 Manufacturing Incentives 
Manufacturing facilities located within the zone are 
eligible for the following benefits: 
o An 80 
years: 
percent local property tax abatement for five 
o For firms with 30 percent of their employees living 
in the zone or residing in the municipality and 
JTPA eligible, a grant of $1 1 000 for each new full-
time permanent job and a 50 percent reduction in 
state corporate tax for ten years: 
o Sales tax exemption 
parts; 
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on the purchase of replacement 
o Low-cost working venture capital loans and 
small business financing up to $200,000; and 
small 
o Reimbursement of company employees for approved job 
training. 
These incentives are available for business activities 
including manufacturing or assembly of raw materials or 
parts of manufactured products; the significant servicing, 
overhauling, or rebuilding of machinery and equipment for 
industrial use; the non retail (bulk) distributing of 
manufactured products; and research and development 
operations related to manufacturing. 
Eligible facilities include: new construction; older 
buildings, acquired through purchase or renewable lease of 
at least five years, that have been idle for at least one 
year prior to purchase; and all other facilities that are 
substantially renovated or expanded. 
A facility is not eligible for benefits if the owners 
or lessees are proposing relocation from another area in 
the state also eligible for enterprise zone designation or 
from another "distressed municipality" unless the 
Commissioner of the Department of Economic Development 
finds that the relocation represents a net expansion of 
business operations and employment. 
In order to qualify for the $1000 job grant for new 
employment, the company must be an "eligible manufacturing 
facility," and be implementing a program of major expansion 
or renovation. The expansion/renovation must involve a 
substantial amount of capital investment and result in at 
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least five new employment positions. At least 30 percent 
of 
the 
the new employees of the company must be residents 
enterprise zone or residents of the City and CETA 
of 
or 
JTPA eligible. Smaller grants of $500 may be available for 
companies not satisfying the 30 percent zone requirement. 
The 50 percent corporate business tax reduction for 10 
years is also available for companies if 30 percent of the 
new employees are from the enterprise zone or are CETA or 
JTPA city residents. 
Enterprise zone manufacturing firms can receive a 
sales tax exemption for machinery replacement parts used 
directly in the manufacturing process by filling out a Tax 
Refund Application. providing a sales receipt. and 
a submitting 
Certificate. 
the macninery 
copy of the Enterprise Zone Location 
If the Department of Revenue Services finds 
applicable to the stated criteria. a 
reimbursement is awarded. 
Small business or venture capital loans are available 
for both manufacturing and commercial/retail establishments 
providing that the business did not gross over $1.5 million 
in the most recently completed fiscal year. 
prospective company must complete a business plan of 
The 
the 
necessary capital required. The state will inject 50 
percent of the required capital from the loan fund. The 
maximum amount of money which can be borrowed is $200.000. 
The funds are available for building or land purchase. 
working capital. physical improvements. or expansions. 
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4.1.3 Commercial Incentives 
All commercial and retail businesses located within 
the enterprise zone are eligile for enterprise zone 
incentives. Eligible companies are commercial and retail 
facilities not considered "manufacturing business" and non-
residential uses. The following benefits apply to 
commerial/retail establishments: 
o seven-year graduated deferral of any increase in 
taxes attributable to improvements on real property; 
o low-cost venture capital and small business loans; 
o special job-training assistance. 
4.1.4 Residential Incentives 
Residences in the enterprise zone may receive a seven 
year graduated deferral of any increase in taxes 
attributable to improvements on real property. All 
residential properties are eligible for a tax deferral. 
However. in the case where a dwelling is rented to a person 
whose income is more than double the median family income 
of the municipality. the deferral will be terminated. The 
tax deferral will also· cease in the instance where a 
condominium conversion occurs. and the unit is sold to 
person whose income exceeds 200 percent of the median 
family income. 
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4.2 Enterprise Zone Characteristics 
Presently. there are six enterprise zones in 
Connecticut. Three are designated in municipalities with 
populations exceeding 80.000: Bridgeport. Hartford. and New 
Haven. The other three zones are in municipalities with 
populations less than 80.000: New Britain. New London. and 
Norwalk. 
The enterprise zones are characterized by high 
concentrations of minorities and above average levels of 
poverty 
chosen 
and unemployment (Tables 4.1-4.3). The areas 
as enterprise zones display signs of physical 
deterioration. Much of the housing stock is in disrepair. 
old industrial structures are vacant. and neighborhood 
retail areas are declining or deteriorated. 
Minority concentration range from 25 to 90 percent. 
New Haven's zone supports a 92 percent minority population 
with blacks representing 89 percent of all minorities. In 
Hartford 68 percent of the zone inhabitants are black and 
30 percent are Spanish. The majority of persons in 
Brideport's zone are Spanish. 28 percent; blacks comprise 
17 percent of the zone's population. In Norwalk and New 
London. there is a high concentration of blacks. 59 and 26 
percent respectively. New Britain's zone is characterized 
by a strong Spanish presence. 26 percent. (Table 4.1) 
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TABLE 4. 1 
Min.Q.Ei.!Y Characteristics 
---------------
Zone Female Head 
P 0 .E.E.!~.!i..2!! Black ~.E.~!!i~E Other of Household 
----- -----
---------
New Britain 4.187 189 1. 0 7 1 646 669 
4.5% 25.5% 15.4% 15.9% 
New London 3,750 1.000 361 188 605 
25.9% 9.6% 5% 16.1% 
Norwalk 5,638 2,820 1,529 42 867 
50% 27% 1% 44% 
Hart'ford 5,785 3,962 1,735 1,275 1,033 
68.5% 30% 22% 17.8% 
Bridgeport 4 .. 7 88 826 2,282 980 741 
17.2% 27.6% 20.2% 15.4% 
New Haven 14,740 13,135 373 217 2,687 
89.1% 2.5% 1. 4% 18.2% 
Source: u. s. Census 1980 
Poverty characteristics further illustrate the levels 
of distress in the designated enterprise zones. The poverty 
problem is most defined in Hartford. Here. 65.4 percent of 
one census tract and 50.3 percent of the other census tract 
are below the poverty line. The remaining census tracts 
which com~rise the enterprise zones have poverty rates 
ranging from 15 to 42 percent. (Table 4.2) 
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Number 
New Britain 1.075 
New London 865 
Norwalk 1.327 
Hartford 3.198 
Bridgeport 1.606 
New Haven 4.576 
Source: U.S. Census 1980 
TABLE 4.2 
~~E~~E! ~££~l~!i£E 
Census Tract 1 Census Tract 2 
42.3% 18.6% 
30.2% 15.1% 
21.6% 23.7% 
65.5% 50.3% 
25.3% 36.6% 
29.1% 35.7% 
Unemployment rates in the zones are especially high. 
Hartford again has the highest level of unemployment: 
31.6% and 14.7% in the two census tracts. (Table 4.3) 
New Britain 
New London 
Norwalk 
Hartford 
Bridgeport 
New Haven 
Source: u. s. 
Number of 
Persons 
------
212 
229 
240 
271 
188 
898 
TABLE 4.3 
Census Tract 1 
13.3% 
18.1% 
12.4% 
31.6% 
11. 0% 
16.6% 
Census 1980 
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Census Tract 
----- - -----
8.6% 
6.5% 
6.5% 
14.7% 
10.9% 
21.1% 
2 
4.3 Results of the Connecticut Enterprise Zone Program 
The Connecticut program has been monitored and 
reviewed by the Department of Economic Development in a 
report entitled, "Enterprise Zones: The Connecticut 
Experience." The report d~tails the total investment from 
firms and jobs created after inception of the program. The 
report also suggests legislative changes that may better 
address enterprise zone needs. 
The department used the following indicators: 
investment, job creation, benefit participation, and 
unemployment. These indicators were examined over a two-and-
a-half year period to determine the program's viability. 
In Connecticut Enterprise Zones, by December 1985. 
a total of 453 projects were completed, valued at $135 
·mi 11 ion • and creating more than 8,500 jobs. Each locality 
has experienced different rates of business investment and 
job creation. (Table 4.4 and 4.5) 
4.3.1 Commercial/Retail/Mixed use Investment 
The commercial/retail and mixed use category 
represents the majority of enterprise zone projects. Here, 
a total 
projects. 
of $84.3 million has been invested in 242 
This sector also created and retained the 
greatest number of jobs, 5,112. Sixty-five percent of 
these jobs were new employment (3,335). (Table 4.6) Some 
of the investment has occurred in research and high tech 
firms. These are industries that are national growth leaders. 
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TABLE 4.5 
New and Retained Jobs by Project Type and City 
I ucousr. I CCNC/RfT II MIXED II ALL JOBS II I 
I Retelned New I RetalR9d Hew II Retained Maw II Retained New II Tot•f I 
. I .. .. . 
Brldg~Ol"t I 70 710 I 145 131 II - - II 215 841 II 105'6 
I 
I 
Hof"walk I 1206 • 98 I 392 323 11 82 48 II 1680 469 II 2149 
I 
I 
New London I 88 3 I 46 353 II 225 505 II 279 861 II 1140 
New Britain I 110 10 I 443 1432 II - 50 II 603 1492 11 2095 
New Hewn I 971 142 I 312 224 II 4 203 II 1287 5'69 11 185'6 
twttord I 11 26 I 18 66 11 - - 11 155 92 11 241 
I I 11 II I 
I I II II II I 
STATE JOB TOTALS I 2442 989 I 1466 252 II 311 806 II 4219 4324 II 8543 I 
Cta/e. 
9/8' 
'--------.__ ______ I I II I 
I I II 11 I 
I 3431 I 3995 11 1111 · ·11 I I I I.__ ________ ~ 
Source: State of Connecticut Department of Economic Development 
2 1/2 YEAR AGGREGATE 
Mew l Ret•ln9d Jobs by Project T"e x City 
4.3.2 Manufacturing Investment 
Although the manufacturing incentives are the 
strongest in the program. the least amount of activity has 
occurred in the industrial category. Sixty-seven industrial 
projects. with a total value of $28 million. were performed 
in enterprise zones. Altogether. 3 0 431 jobs were generated 
in industrial projects: 989 were new jobs and 2442 were 
retained jobs. (Table 4.6) 
Eighty percent of the retained jobs (1932) were in five 
companies. Apparently the enterprise zone has major 
helped retain industries that might have otherwise moved 
out. 
The state report cites the nation wide trend in 
decreasing manufacturing activity. lack of modern industrial 
space. and manufacturing eligibility requirements as 
reasons for the discrepancy between 
mixed projects and industrial projects. 
commercial/retail/ 
The requirements 
for a one-year period of idleness and a five-year lease 
renewable for an additional five years may be too 
stringent. especially for small companies. 
4.3.4 Residential Investment 
Residential investment exceeds $21 million from a 
total 
making 
of 144 projects. (Table 4.6) In zones. people are 
a commitment to remain in their neighborhoods and 
the futhermore 
"livability" 
residential 
they are interested in improving 
of their neighborhoods. One concern with the 
tax incentive is that although tax abatements 
77 
are given for major repairs or expansion. no money from the 
state is forthcoming for the financing of 
improvements. Since the initial investment 
residential 
in property 
upgrading may be hampering projects. a similar program 
akin to the revolving loan fund should be established for 
residential uses--or residential units could be eligible 
for the existing loans. 
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Capsule review of ttl• results: 
C.tegory Pro Jech 
Industrial 67 
Conwnerc I a I /Reta 11 220 
Mixed Use 22 
Residential 144 
Total 453 
C:X:./ce 
Updated 9/18/85 
TABLE 4. 6 
CONNECTICUT ENTERPRISE ZOME PROGRAM 
AGGREGATE .TOTALS (2 1/2 YEARS) to MAY 1985 
Total of 453 projects worth $135+ ml II Ion creating 8,500+ jobs 
New Jobs as New Jobs 
Value of Total Hew j of Category as j of all 
ln119St..nt• Jobs Jobs Total loft• Jobs 
s 28, 792, 100 3,431 989 29$ IU 
s 52,364,943 3,995 2,529 63$ 29$ 
+S 32,002,883 +1,117 + 806 68$ 9$ 
- - - -
($84,367,826) (5,112) (},335) (650 (}9j) 
s 21,960,384 
SB5, 120,310 8,543 4,324 
Source: State of Connecticut Department of Economic Development 
4.3.5 Types of Projects 
Most projects. 74%. · involved renovation or expansion 
of existing structures. and 114 projects were new 
construction (26%). This suggests that enterprise zones 
have encouraged the expansion of business in the zone. and 
have discouraged relocation or closing of existing firms. 
A greater utilization of vacant or underutilized space 
has occurred in enterprise zones. At designation. October 
1982. 192 parcels (200.44 acres). and 54 buildings 
(2.270.400 square feet) were vacant. Two and a half years 
later April 1985. 13 parcels (86.7 acres). and 37 
buildings (2.043.000 square feet) were vacant. The 
utilization of vacant space is particularly pronounced in 
Norwalk. 
parcels. 
At designation Norwalk contained 149 vacant 
( 7 0 • 3 5 a c r ·e s) • Two and half years later. only tl 
vacant parcels (179.500 square feet) remain. In the zones. 
it is evident that resources of land and resources are 
diminishing in the enterprise zones. (Table 4.7) 
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TABLE 4.7 
Awtll•ble ec:-erclal & Industrial LHd & Bulldlng ~ace 
111 Enterprise Zones 
At O.slgnatlon 
Oct •• '82 
current -
/lt>rll 1, '85 
Vacant Parcels/Acres Vacant Bui ldlngs/ Vac•nt Parcels/Acres I Vec::a11t S..lldlngs/ 
Bridgeport 
Hartford 
New Britain 
New Hawn 
& 
<Science Park*) 
New London 
Norwalk 
State Totals 
19 
4 
19 
149 
192 
• Includes only partially 11eeant bulldlngs 
••All locatttd In Science Park 
9.13 I 1 
5. 18 3 
1.43 2 
• 71 I 26 
43.5 I 1 
10.35 I 11 
200.44 54 
1, 104 . K 10 
133 K 6 14.5 
70 K 
733.SK II 1 1. 5 
II 
50 K II 2 25 
179. SK 11 3+ 35.7 
2,270.41< 13 86.7 
Note: Numbers In this teble do not reflect underutilized prcpertles, I.e. lend or bull dings. 
Source: State of Connecticut Department of Economic Development 
2 780.4K 
17• 186.6K 
33 K 
I 10•• *649. 5K 
I 
I 1 200 K 
I 
I 6 194 K 
37 2,043 K 
Despite concerns of enterpise zones attracting large 
corporations seeking tax credits. most industrial firms 
locating in Connecticut's enterprise zones are small. 
averaging 8.8 employees per firm. There is has also been a 
amount of start-up activity (four or fewer significant 
employees) in the industrial category. 25. 4 percent. In 
May. 1985. zone managers were asked to identify projects by 
these categories: start-up. relocation. or expansion. For 
the six-month period. 38 projects were "start-ups" (54%); 
20 projects were "relocations" (28%); and 
"expansions" (18%). 
Overall. 
relocations 
expansions. 
according to the local 
have not been as prominent as 
4.3.6 Jobs and Zone Residents 
The Office of Economic Development's 
13 projects were 
zone managers. 
start-ups and 
Job Incentive 
program attempt ·s to encourage the hiring of local 
disadvantaged workers by requiring that 30 percent of new 
employees 
residents. 
be 
Only 
zone-residents or JTPA-eligible municipal 
15 jobs have been sponsored under this 
program in Bridgeport. Another 53 jobs are pending in four 
of the zones. It was expected that this incentive would be 
more popular than statistics reveal. 
Unemployment figures \ were tabulated comparing 
unemployment in 1980 to 1985 to assess the impact of the 
program on zone unemployment rates. Of the two tracts in 
New Haven. unemployment declined 5.9 and 9.6 percentage 
82 
points. 
percent 
The unemployment in New London's Zone dropped 1.7 
in one tract and rose .1 percent in the other 
tract. A slight unemployment decline was also witnessed in 
Hartford (1.3 and .7 points). Norwalk. Bridgeport. and New 
Britain each exhibited slight increases in unemployment. 
When comparing 1983 and 1985 unemployment rates. the 
results are more obtimistic. During this two-year period. 
unemployment 
These rates 
Connecticut 
dropped in all zones except for New London. 
are considered more reliable since 
Enterprise Zone program became 
the 
fully 
operational in 1983. (Table 4.8) 
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TABLE 4.8 
EHTERf'R I SE ZONE l.N>4Pl.Oll4EIH RA TES 
I - 1980 C-sua----r----crliii--l/8)-- r- CT-OOi.---)184--1 CT DOL l/85 __ T_Pts-./R1w«--1 Pts,/S RIM or I 
Census I ( 1979 ci.te) I I I I Deel lne I Deel In• 12 Trs,) I I 
City Tracts I J Persons I J ,,_._,s I J Pw-sons I J Persons I •ao - l/85 I )18} - }/85 I 
I I I I I I 
New Ha-. I I I I I I 
1"5 I 16,6 552 I 14,8 517 I 11,5 406 I 10, 7 }90 I -5.9 I - }}.6J I 4, I I -21. 7J 
1416 I 15. '46 I I},.} }24 I 10,} 255 I 9,6 245 I -5.4 I -36 J I -}, 7 I -27.BJ 
I 
Norwalk I I I I I I 
445 I 12,4 155 I 19, 1 274 I 15,5 226 I 14,2 212 I +l.8 I +14,5J I 4,9 I -25.6J 
441 I 6,5 85 I 10,4 150 I 8,3 124 I 7,5 116 I +I, I +15.}J I -2,9 I -27.eJ 
I 
Hart ford I I I I I f 
5009 I }1,6 114 I 40. 181 I }1,5 141 I }(),} 1}5 I -1,} I - 4,IJ I -9,7 I -24,2j 
5010 I 14,7 157 I 18,7 249 I 14,7 194 I 14, 186 I - ,7 I - 4.7J I -4,7 I -25.IJ 
I 
New London I f I I I f 
6905 I 18. I 181 I 14,6 148 I 14, I 149 I 16,4 184 I -1. 7 I - 9.}J I +1,8 I +12.}J 
6907 I 6,5 48 I 5,8 }9 I 5,5 39 I 6.6 49 I +.I/ - l,5J I + ,8 / +B.7J 
I 
Bridgeport I I I I I I 
717 I II, 53 I 18. 94 I 11,2 58 I 11,7 6} I + ,7 I + ,07JI ~.3 I -35 J 
7'9 I 10,9 135 I 11.1 221 I 11,3 149 I 11.1 160 I + ,8 / + 1.>J I -5,4 / -'1.5J 
I 
New Britain I I I I I I 
4151 I l},3 89 I 20,8 138 I 18.2 119 I 15,5 100 I +2.2 I +16.5J I -5.3 I -25,0 
4159 I 8,6 123 I 14.2 190 I 12.2 165 I 10.2 1}9 I +1,6 I +18,6J I -4, I -28. IS 
CG/oe 10/85 
Sowces u.s. Census 0.te/1980 
L. Nc<Artlly - CT DOL, 
20'8 2531 
r 
2025 1779 
4.3.7 Utilization of Benefits 
The 
benefits 
number of firms taking advantage of the program 
helps determine whether the incentives 
encouraged development. Since all investment that 
place in the zone is included in the statistics. 
actually 
takes 
it is 
important to discern if firms are actually using the 
benefits or if other factors are enticing them to the 
Zones. 
As of October. 1985. 14 certificates for the 80 
percent property tax abatement were issued in all the 
zones except for Hartford's. Three certificates are 
currently pending. Since there is an 18- 21 month lag 
built into state corporation reporting laws and tax rolls 
are calculated once a year. these numbers underestimate 
actual involvement. Because of the lag in reporting. the 
State reports that the figures represent participation for 
the first year and a half. In this case. 32 percent of the 
industrial projects took advantage of the tax incentives. 
There were 67 projects in the industrial category. but 
only 7 applications were filed for job incentive grants. 
To date. five have been issued: three in Bridgeport. one in 
New Britain. and one in Norwalk. It would be expected that 
more firms would participate in this program. Again. the 
small firm's ineligibility for the incentive may partially 
explain the limited involvement. but the complexity of the 
program may also be discouraging participation. 
Some firms claim the incentive program is too complex 
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and not worth the time and aggravation. Many businesses 
pref er to train their own employees according to their 
desires. A system where workers are trained on the job 
and the company is reimbursed might better meet the needs 
of enterprise zone businesses. 
Only five companies have taken advantage of the 
incentive which offers a sales tax exemption on replacement 
parts: three in Bridgeport. one in New Britain. and one in 
Norwalk. In Bridgeport. $30.870.31 was refunded. $3.087.55 
was refunded to a New Britain company. and $113.95 was 
refunded in Norwalk. 
One company in Norwalk received $30. 780 for the 
corporate Services listing. 
here. 
The lag time is also a problem 
The importance of start-up funds and working capital 
is substantiated by the participation in the loan program. 
As of October. 1985. 34 applications have been received. 
representing $2.456.680. Seven loans have been closed and 
five are approved and waiting closing. A total of $710.380 
has been expended or committed. A remainder of $789.620 is 
available for other loans from a $1.500.000 revoving loan 
fund. Borrowed money will eventually be returned to the 
loan fund. 
Venture 
fund. The 
businesses. 
true venture 
capital is really a misnomer for this loan 
loans are not available for high risk start-up 
However. in order to stimulate job generation 
capital is needed. A separate "high· risk" 
fund for local entrepreneurs could be established. An 
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alternative may be to find high risk financers. 
them with local zone businessmen. 
and match 
the 
Only 
local 
three communities have reported information on 
seven-year graduated tax benefit. From this 
data. 
real 
25 buildings will receive a projected $8.585.960 in 
property tax abatements over the seven year period 
(assuming that the tax rate does not c~ange). 
Numbers aside. 
intangible benefits 
enterprise zones have 
that cannot be measured in 
generated 
dollars. 
They have generated neighborhood pride and have contributed 
to a local "sense of community." Enterprise zones. unlike 
urban renewal has kept the neighborhood intact and by 
facilitating community participation. zone managers 
allowed residents to become active in determining 
future of their neighborhood. 
4.4 Costs 
The cost of the program as of December 1985 
estimated at $208.000 in incentives (Urban Jobs. 
have 
the 
is 
Tax 
Abatements. Corporation Tax Cr~dits. Job Incentive Grants. 
Sales tax Rebates and Job Training). A lag in recording 
makes this a low estimate. The amount of taxes foregone as 
a result of the Urban Jobs Tax Abatement is $770.000 over 
the life of the 14 certificates. A total of $443.000 in 
Enterprise Zone Loans have been closed. 
investment is estimated at $135 million. 
4.5 Enterprise Zone Projects 
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The total state 
Enterprise zones have been the impetus for a number of 
exciting local development projects. 
enterprise zone development illustrate 
The examples 
the importance 
of 
of 
the public/private partnership in the urban 
process. 
revitalization 
New Haven's Enterprise Zone owes its success to 
Science Park, the first major State small business 
incubator. Science Park was a joint venture between the 
City of New Haven, Yale University, and Olin Corporation. 
Science Park has two small business incubators providing 
services to over 85 entrepreneurs. 
The park has also attracted an IBM computer education 
facility to train unemployed enterprise zone residents in 
word processing; 95 percent of the trainees have been 
minorities. The placement rate for the first 100 
graduates of the program has been greater than 95 percent. 
More importantly, the women now have salaries that are more 
than twice the amount they received on welfare. 
The revitalization of Newbrite Plaza in New Britain is 
partially credited to enterprise zone incentives. The 
plaza had suffered from the exodus of the two anchor stores 
resulting in the closings of the smaller stores. 
A Finast "Super Center" was enticed to the plaza, and 
received a seven-year tax abatement. The store employs 300 
persons, with at least half residing in the New Britain 
area. After the Finast investment, small stores starting 
filling the vacant spaces in the plaza. 
The plaza investment has had repercussions on 
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downtown 
district 
development. 
has been set 
A downtown 
up whereby 
special 
local 
assessment 
dow-ntown 
businessmen have voluntarily increased their taxes to be 
put into a fund for downtown physical and security 
improvements. 
Kathy Rorick. the plaza's leasing agent. states: "the 
enterprise zone has definitely been beneficial to our lease 
negotiations but the designation is only one factor among 
many attracting new tenants and stimulating improvements to 
existing business." 
Karen Pierson. a consultant with the New Britain 
Non-profit 
important 
Development Corporation. feels that "many 
indirect effects of the enterprise zone can not 
be documented. From a community point of view. there's a 
feeling 
downtown 
of renewed hope in the economic vitality 
area. The physical rehabilitation of the 
of the 
plaza 
has had a psychological effect on both residents and 
visitors because it's so visible." 
In New Britain an old factory was converted into an 
office park called "Enterprise Grove." The project was 
financed by four banks. and owner equity of $1.5 million. 
The city committed $600.000 in landscape improvements 
funded by a local bond issue. CDBG funds. and a Connecticut 
Urban Development Action Grant. 
Hartford's enterprise zone has suffered from report 
conducted by the Citizens' Research Education Network. The 
report found that incentives were not relevant to decisions 
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to expand. and that businesses were unaware of the program. 
The report concluded that if enterprise zones were to 
work. the city and the private sector "must drastically 
increase 
area." 
their 
Since 
commitment of resources and energy to the 
the study. a full-time enterprise zone 
manager has been appointed. Since then two manufacturing 
firms have entered Hartford's zone. The zone supports many 
minority owned businesses. One interesting shop is the 
Sombra Bookstore which specializes in black reading 
material. 
Bridgeport's zone has attracted local minority 
businessmen. Of the first 46 start-up companies. 18 were 
minority 
attention 
owned. One zone project that has received 
is the establishment of Le Font Electronics in 
the old Singer sewing manufacturing building. Veno al 
Fountain. the owner of the company states. "the enterprise 
zone is 
site." 
one of the things that got us to move into 
Fountain used the grants for creating jobs 
this 
and 
training assistance from the state. After success with 
his first venture. Fountain opened a second plant. also in 
the enterprise zone. Many of the workers at Le Font 
Electronics 
In Norwalk 
are from the enterprise zone and walk to work. 
the majority of investment has been generated 
in the Washington Street National Historic District. Here. 
a shopping. office and entertainment complex was 
established. 
4.6 Recommendations for Legislative Change 
Because enterprise zone legislation has been in 
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operation for over three years. the Department of Economic 
Development has had the opportunity to review the program 
and to assess the strengths and weaknesses of the 
legislation. As a result of the study on enterprise zones. 
legislative changes were recommended to further augment the 
objectives of the program. The recommendations are as 
follows: 
o To amend the legislation to allow nine zones. 
There would not be a limitation of the population. 
and the new zones would be established in munici-
palities that do not have an enterprise zone. The 
criteria for designation would be the same as 
that applied to the original zones. 
o To allow for the expansion of two zones by no more 
than two additional census tracts. The tracts will 
have to comply with the established eligibility 
criteria. The process will be competitive and 
based upon development potent~al. local effort and 
job creation potential~ 
o To coordinate enterprise zones with other agency 
programs. The list includes. but is not limited to: 
housing and neighborhood assistance; 
- utilization of Department of Income Maintenance 
Grant Diversion Program to provide zone 
residents with pre-employment. work readiness 
training. continuity of medical and work-related 
benefits and supervised. subsidized employment 
in the private sector; and 
- coordination of Job Training Partnership Act (JTPA) 
resources with Enterprise Zone Activities. 
o To alter the ince~tives of the program to allow for 
greater participation of small firms by: 
- amending the legislation on the Tax Abatement 
and the Corp~ration Tax Credit Program by 
~djusting the one-year idleness requirement 
for existing facilities that are acquired 
through purchase or lease. The proposed 
requirements are as follows: 
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The 
a. for 
one 
companies with total 
to five employees, 
b. 
requirement: 
for companies with total 
six to nineteen employees, 
idleness: and 
employment of 
no idleness 
employment of 
six month prior 
c. for companies with 20 or more employees, 
one year prior idleness. 
Changing the requirement that leased 
manufacturing facilities be acquired through a 
lease that is a minimum of five-years of 
duration and renewable for an additional 
five years to allow for a manufacturing company 
with ten or fewer employees to have a three-
year lease renewable for three more years. 
o To offer Urban Jobs benefits to selected service 
firms that show a strong performance in exportable 
services or products, and hire 25 or more 
employees, with state payback to the municipality 
being 40 percent of the total tax levy. 
o To increase the Job Incentive Grants for manufac-
turers from $1 1 000 to $1 1 500 and reduce employment 
level to three. 
proposed recommendations are good ones. I further 
recommend the following measures: 
o Incorporate a mechanism for community 
participation in enterprise zone decision making. 
This should be written into the state legislation. 
Although participation may be encouraged on the 
local level, there is no provision that requires 
it, local managers may or may not actively seek 
community input. 
o Redesign the job voucher program to allow for 
on-the-job training reimbursements. Many bus-
iness owners prefer to perform their own training. 
This would alrow them to train employees while 
getting support from the state. 
o Provide funds for housing programs including: 
rental assistance subsidies to help low-
income residents afford rental housing. 
mortage assistance programs to help local 
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residents purchase housing. 
a loan fund for housing rehabilitation should 
be initiated. 
o Reduce the amount of red tape generated from the 
loan program. The loan process should be less 
complicated and administered more hastily. 
o Target technical assistance programs to 
enterprise zones. Programs on the subject of 
starting a new business, management and marketing 
techniques could help unleash the entrepreneurial 
spirit. This function could also be established 
in a joint effort with local universities. 
o Perform a statewide study on the impact of 
of enterprise zones on business decisions and 
types of jobs created. Assessing what incentives 
incentives are attractive and why will help the 
state better meet business needs. 
The success of Connecticut's Enterprise Zone Program 
can be attributed to the fact that it was never viewed as a 
replacement for other urban programs. Instead, . enterprise 
zones were one component of a network of programs designed 
to encourage economic development. 
In Connecticut it appears that investment is flowing 
to depressed urban areas. Although all investment is not 
attributable to enterprise zones, they seem to be one of 
the contributing factors to location decisions. It does 
not appear that many firms are relocating to enterprise 
zones. the majority of firms are expanded businesses or 
start-ups. 
Enterprise zones were an experiment, and although the 
long-term results of the program are not available, they do 
seem to be a catalyst for development. But the state 
program alone is not enough to make enterprise zones work. 
Enterprise zones need input from local government, 
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businesses. and communities if they are to spur development. 
They also need competent local management and leadership. 
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CHAPTER 5 
Conclusions 
Enterprise zones as the "centerpiece" of the nation's 
urban policy. represents the Administration's disregard for 
urban problems. 
the problems of 
Since enterprise zones would only address 
limited geographic areas. they would not 
constitute a comprehensive urban policy. An overall 
economic growth policy would be more effective in 
addressing urban problems than simply providing 
subsidies to businesses. In order for 
operating 
urban 
revitalization efforts to be successful. there needs to be 
coordination from the federal level down to the local 
level. Local and state governments alone do not have the 
resources needed to accomplish revitalization. 
Many states have experimented with enterprise zones by 
in c__o r p o r a t in g 
strategies. 
them into their economic development 
State enterprise zone programs that 
for community participation, small business 
capital. and employment opportunities for 
disadvantaged persons are most responsive to 
development needs. Although enterprise zones 
provide 
venture 
local. 
community 
are an 
attractive development tool. states should limit the number 
of zones to the most impoverished areas--where other policy 
solutions have failed. 
The importance of the small businesses in the job 
generation process has been well documented. Since new 
start-ups require funding. state venture capital monies are 
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essential to help entrepreneurs turn their ideas into 
products. Furthermore, state and local regulations that 
thwart small business formation need to be removed. 
Job training on the state level is critical. Many of 
the urban unemployed have manual skills that have become 
obsolete. Training programs can help these people better 
cope with industrial changes from a maunufacturing economy 
to a service economy. 
Besides job training, incentives should be geared 
towards hiring disadvantaged individuals. Excluding 
businesses from incentives unless they employ CETA or JTPA 
eligible • u n em p 1 o y e d , o r we 1 f a re d'e p en d en t p e r s on s will 
help ensure that urban residents benefit from enterprise 
zone investment. 
In addition to well designed legislation, an effective 
enterprise zone program has input from all interests--
states and local government, businesses, and community 
residents. Again, community participation is key to making 
enterprise zones work. 
The success of enterprise zones is in part related to 
the skills of local leaders. Enterprise zones that are 
competently managed and administered are most likely to be 
successful. Local government~ can augment state programs by: 
o targeting public funds for service and infrastructure 
improvements; 
o streamlining local regulations, to allow for flexible 
zoning, and updating building codes; 
o improving the quality of life by reducing crime, 
improving schools, and providing cultural attractions; 
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o providing support systems for community residents. 
including: daycare. job training. education. and 
technical assistance; 
o forming cooperative partnerships with the business 
sector and local community organizations; 
0 facilitating community participation; 
o instituting complimentary local programs such as crime 
watches. homesteading. and shopsteading; 
0 targeting 
zones; 
local housing programs to enterprise 
o coordinating efforts with the Chamber of Commerce and 
local development corporations; 
o actively marketing enterprise zones. 
This study concludes that while many states have 
reported successes with enterprise zones. they should be 
used with caution. They are not an urban policy. 
enterprise zones are a tool; they work more effectively 
within the context of an overall economic development 
program. Enterprise zones do not diminish the need for 
other state. local. and federal programs. 
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APPENDIX A 
crJ: ~(; ECT r1:ur E ; ,-;- c: ~ P R I SE ZON E PROr:RAt i 
- ', ~ .:. : .., i ' r .:. ;. I 1 : t.:• : 
··---- ·---
CHAPTER 585 
ENTERPRISE ZONES 
Ste. 32-70. [nh·rpri\p rnnP'i. Dt'sii:nation. la! 
Rouse !!ill No. 5898 
PUBLIC lCT NO. Aij-14~ 
As of July 1, E ;:11 
1 ~ ~CT C' 0 t.l 1= ! ~~I~~ TH ! ! ~JC! 11 S ! t:,. l:J ~ C ! ? '! U !-! 
ELIGISL! AREAS WI~HIN EXISTIN~ !~T!R?BIS! :OH~S. 
De it enacted t:y the ~er:ate anr\ Hou!~ of 
RepresentitiTes in General As~emtly conYene~: 
Section 1. Suh.secticn (a' of section 32-70 
· ot the qeneral statutes, as a~et1ea by section 1 
,, f p '.l b 1 i c ?. c ~ 8 3 - 3 ~ 1 , i ! ' r- e p e ! l ~ 1 ~ r. d t h e 
follovinq i~ substituted in lieu t~ereo~: 
(a) AnT municioality mar, vith the ~Fpro•al 
of the cc::i:iissioner of economic 1eveloF•ect, 
desiqnate an area cf such ic :rnicipality as aii 
enterprise ~one. ~r.y such are~ ~hall consist of 
onP. or tvo ~ontiquous Ucited ~tates census tr~cts, 
contiquous ~cttions o: sue~ cen~us tracts er a 
po~tion of an indiTidual cEnsus tra~t, as 
determined in accord\nce with the . m~st recer.t 
United StatP.s census anrl, if such area is ~01P.red 
by -zoninq, a i:ortion of it s ·hall be zoned to 
allov commercial or industrial acti.TitT. The 
census tracts within vhich such de!iqnated area i~ 
l.Jc,.ted sl-.all also meet at le-ist one o! the 
f ollov inq er iter la: ( 1) '!'vent y- fi Ye per CE" ct o t 
aore ot the persons vithin thP. indiTidual cP.nsas 
tracts shall ha•c income telov t~e poverty levPl, 
as· determine,, by the most rv.cent Unite" .States 
census; (2) tventy-!iv-e per cent: ot •ore of the 
families within t~e individual c~nsu~ tr!~t~ s~~ll 
r•ceiTe pu~li~ assistance or welfare income, as 
deterained ~Y the aost recent United 5tatE3 
census: or (3) the uneaployrP.nt rate of the 
indi.Ti~ual census tracts shall t-. at le~st tvc 
hundred cer cent o! th~ state's aver~qe, ~s 
determined tr the aost recer.t Unite,, St~tes 
census. If a census tract qu~lifies an,,er the 
eliqibility cri.tPria for dc!iqnation ~! an 
enterprise -zone and if the coe1issicner de tP.r1i nes 
that a cen!lus trac ·t which is contiquous to l'5uch 
tract has siqnificant job creation potential, the 
tr .l c t , u :: ~ p .:.. ~ c. i .J :·~ : .:i <.: r- ~ ·: :.i :. , ._ :. ~ ~ e c n t .- .;.: t: ~ i. !: 2 
zone in lieu of a second ~ualified census tract if 
1~_c;ll _~_D_~i~9g_s. -~~ps_µ~ ~~~c;t . . ~.~e.~• at least one cf 
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tbe !ollovi!l~ re~uced c-=itE::ri!: {i) Fi~teec Fet' 
cent or core of the persons vithin the census 
tract shall bave income belov t .hE poverty levf!l, 
I!: det:~•r11inc :, by the most rc-:-e"lt OnitE'j ~ta~es 
census: (2) fifteen per cent cc aoce of tbe 
families vit :tin the census tract shall rE'!ceive 
public assistance or welfare income, as ! et~rmined 
bT the most recent crnit~d States census: or i3i 
tbe uce~plcT:cnt r~te o: t~e cer.~us tract s~all te 
at least one ~andre1 ~i~ty per cent o! ~~e st~t~•s 
uecaqe, as deter:nir.ei br the 111ost recent United 
States census. If a c~rtSJS tract bc•Jndary licP. i~ 
the center line of a street, the co1111issioner mar 
iocluie vitbin the enterprise ~onE that pnrticn of 
the property !rontinq ~n suer. street v~lch i~ 
outside or tu~ adiac~nt to the cer.sus tract. !~P. 
depth ot sucb propertr so include~ in the 
enterprise zon~ shall be detPtmined ty the 
coa:issioner at the ti~e of the ~esiqnation ot the 
zone. If a ~cn!as tr;,ct bounriarv line is locate'.i 
alonq a railroa1 ri~ht-cf-VAV, railroa~ property 
or natural stream oE vater, the ccm~issionP.r 2ay 
include vit~in the e~tP.rprisP. zcne Any ~ri•~te 
properties under co:a1on ovl"'.ership ·vhich are 
tratersed bf the railroad riqbt-of-vay, railrcad 
propert' or natural stream o~ v~tet. Any priTate 
propertie5 so affected shall te inclucied in the 
enterprise zone at the tice of thE designation o: 
the zone except, in the case of ac enterprise ?one 
desiqnatP.d prior t~ f the effective date of this 
actl OC!03!R J.... . Jj~], t~e commissioner mar include 
vithin t~e zone ARY s~ch ~ror:erty if the 
•an ic ipa l itv in v~ ich the ?one is ldcat eri reque~ts 
the commissioner to include ' such pr~p~rtr cct 
later than sixty days ~fter (t~e e!!ective ~~te ot 
this act l OCTOB!R ..L. 1221· If isnre than fifty -r:ec 
cent of the pro1ect are~ of a d~telop~ent ~rc1Ect 
under chapter 132 is located in ar area eliqitle 
for desianation as an · enterprise zone an~ the 
pro1ect Plan for such developmEnt project is 
approved hy the commissionec of econo•ic 
de•elopaent in accordance vitb ·secticn e-1q1, the 
eoamissioner m~y include the entire project area 
of sue~ develop9ent ~ro;ect area in an enter~risE 
zone. If more than fiftT per cent of an ai:pcoted 
rede•eloprent· area under chapter 1~0 is located in 
an area eliqible for desiqnation as an enteri:rise 
~one, the commissioner may include the P.DtitP. 
redevelop=ent aces in an enterprise zone. 1H! 
co~"ISSION!R ,AT, AT ANY TI~! ~lT!R TH! 
D!SIGNATIO~ OF AM AR!l AS AH !NT!RPR!S! ?O~!, 
lNCtOn! I~ SUCH 20~~ ANY AREA CCNTIGUOUS TC SUCH 
'ZON! iHICH, ..\T '!'H! TI~! ::> ~ THS: D~SIGNA't"IOR Cl' STJCH 
ZO!E, RAS EL!GIBIE TC B~ INCLUD!C I~ SOCH ZCJ! eur 
V&S !fOT SO nJCt!JDED. If tb@ cc1111i.!sionec 
deter;;\. r.'"' s 
u ail able 
':. ~. ,1 t t ~ ~ 
from t ha 
:-. .... ..:: ..: s :.; ac ·1 
11ost recent 
10 2 
.; \t.r\ t!; r:ct 
aniteri ·States 
censuz. he 
appropr iAte. 
sec. 2. 
passaqe. 
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mav use ~uch data as clee•s 
This act shall take effect f roa its 
\ 
S..:1: . 2 Suh,..:1.·t1 ,111 (,,l l> I' , ..:1.: 10 11 12-217..: "! 1h..: i,: ..: 1: ..: rJI ~1a1utcs 1~ 
1q1,-.1k d .1111.J 1:1,· l idl i: " 11 1i.; 1, ,11 f·, 111 11 1c'd 111 l1·;u 111 '-·r..:• il 
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HY . 1:mpluy 1: t:~ of l~u1.h l.11.·i11 1y uuri11~ th..: L.1'\t 4uart..:r of th..: Jj,,J J y..:ar of the 
u1rpor.11ion ;1r1: ) TllF T.\\P ,.\YER WHO AT THE T!Mr. llr F.\.1PLOYME1'-T 
\I.EKE f/Jr..:"J..:11h ol 'u'-·111 111 1..:. or IJr..:I l.'Jr..:"u l.' 111' 111 'u1.·11 mun1l.' 1p.il11y ;inu 
. 1.·lii;1hlt: fnr tr:11n1 ni; unlkr tile· f..:u..:r;il Co mprc l1 1:11" \C t:mph1ym..: :i 1.Tra1n in11 Ac1 OR 
A N Y 0 T II E R T R i\ I ~ I l" G I' R 0 G K i\ M T II i\ T M i\ Y IU: P L.\ C E T fl E 
COMPREHE~Sl\'E EMPLOYME!'T TRAINl~(j ACT . . 1 ,·rc di 1 of fifty J'l~r cent 
'hall be allu,...1.:u . A POSITIO N IS DIKECTL 'r ATI HIUl 1 L\ULE TO TllE 
~IAl"llFAC'Tl Rl"( i I· ·\ ( 11 IT'l 11 · I .\I TllF \\(>IO; I" 1'11<1111<"-IFD OR THF 
UASE OF OPE HA TION'\ IS ,\I Tl I c I-' ·\CILll'. ( UJ 111 L l'U~:d 1 IUI" OIU !'OT 
EXIST PRIOR 10 Tltr. CONSTIHICTION . l<ENOVATION . EXPANSION OR 
A c Q u I s I Tl () N () r: T H F. F 1\ c I LI T y . A N I> ( (" I rni T F 0 R T II E 
CONSTl<UCTl<>N. IU.!'WV..\TION . lXP ·\NSION OR . \CQC ISITION OF THE 
FACILITY . TllF. PO<ilTION WOl lLD ~oT llA\.'f. FXISTFI> 
~l.!1.'. J . Suh ... cl.'1 11111 (.ii ul 'ci:t1on J2-91 of t!1c i;cncral s1a1utes is repealed 
and the fcitlo w1 ni; "o; uh,t 1! u1 cLl in lit: u th-:reof: 
(a) An d1i;ihlc business foi: il i1y shall be i,tran1ed an ;1moun1 determined by 
multiJ'll)'ini,t li\C hundr1.·d 1.l111l:1r' or . 111 1ht: ,·;1-; t: or' .inv r.1,·ili1y l(li:att:ll in an enterprise 
zone OESIGNA lt:D PI Jl<SUANT TO SFCTION ~ 2 - 70 .· for "'hil'h NOT LESS 
THAN th irt}' r1.· r (.'l' nl nf 1 11 ~· kmJ'loycc' n l 'u\.'11 Lii:ihl l' tlurini; ihe b~ t QUJrter f) f the 
ii'll'al year of tl11: 1.·11rpnr;11ionl FULL-TIME ' EMPLOYMENT POSITIONS 
CREATED BY TllE 1-'ACILITY arc llELD BY f/Jrc s1dcnt'lofsuch zone. or (are] 
(! ) re s i d c n 1 s o I s u c h m u n i c i I' a I i 1 y I J n d I W 11.0 . A T T H E T I M E 0 F 
E!'.1PLOY~1E:'\T. WERE c:ii; ibk flli tr.1i ninl( unJcr tli ..: F..:J1:ral Comprehensive: 
EMPLOYMENT Tr;1inintt Ac1 OR ANY OTHER TR .~ININCi PROGRAM TllAT 
REPLACES Tiff COMPl<EtlENSIVE EMPLOYMl:.~T TRAINING ACT. one 
thousund doll;1r'i . by the incrca'ie in 1he number of full-1imc cm('toyment rositions. 
the cost~ of whid1 ;ire r:ud by the elii;ible bu~inc-;~. directly resultin1 from the 
construction. renovation or eit(':1n..;011 of the busint!ss f;Kilit)', a'i dctermfned by the 
dc!'rirtment takin~ into an·ount the cmrlnymcnt rcQuircments of business 
Cllpun~ion. hi'ltoricil lcv1.:I~ nf cnl')'llo~· mcnt and cmJllo~· ment f'0~1t10n'i Jlrior to the 
capun~ion. and sud1 11th1:r fa1.:tors as the dcJ'•trlmcnt may dc1:m aJ'('ro('riatc . 
Sec. Jl-70. CHAPTER SSS 
(b) The commissioner of economic development sh:ill approve the 
desi1nation of six areas as enterprise zones, not more than three of which shall be 
in municipalities with a population greater than eighty thousand and not more 
than three of which shall be in municipalities with a population of less than eighty 
~ ~ ~ ·.: c;: ~~ . -: -~ '"''"" '."!!~ " ~~-· .... . : ... ~-= ::"' . . ... -,__ ..... .. , .... · ··'- '· ;-·: -:~ er -, : : · .. 
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such addition:\! <:; ~ :llifications for an area to. become ar. er. t!rp:-i~ ; e zone as he 
deems necessary . The comm15sioncr may remove the de1 i:;na:101  of any area he 
has approved as J:: !r.t :! rpris ; zone if such a:ea no : :: ~be ' r.: ·~ '!:,; t1e criteria for 
designaticn as such an area set forth in this section or 1n regulations adopted 
pursuant to this s!c tion. pro '· iced r::> such des ignation sh:; . .! be r1::noved less than 
ter. years !"rom :he crigi :-:al date of :. ~;iroval of such : :: :.e. ·r-h:: ~ ~)mmissioner may 
des ignate any addi ti0na \ area as an ·!nterpme zone ii t!1at aea Ii designated as an 
enterprise zone pursuant to any feceral legisiation. 
lP A. 11_..S. S. I. 11. P.A. 12~JS . S. I . IJ 
Hit'o., · P.A l l ~S e1Tect1•• Ju y I. 1912 . PA 1:.IJ! '",."~•d Su""=. (1) 10 ciar fy ''"' '°" c:rneril for dnl1Ntioft and• 
pro~14e for lhc eaacnt.ion or ~ nc 1onc biuor.4 :nc Qua ~ . r, , ~ • . eru1ou II .CU .,, c:11ri.1n &.;Jet'r" ., .... an.a .mended S\ibt9'. (b) lO ,row• 
(or 1r. dti:lftlt•Oft Of an' IOftl 4"•1Ntl0 .U I feOCtll 101 e &I I 11.a'I &OM. 
Sec. 32-71. Fixing 'lf use~sments In enterpr i ~. e zones. (a} Any 
municipality which has des i gn~ted any a:ea as an cr:ter ~ ~ : ;e zone pursuant to 
section 32-70 shall provide, by ordi iance, for the fixin-g of assessments on all real 
property in such zone w nich is irr proved during the ~: r: :.id when Sl.!Ch area is 
designated as an ent!rpr?se zone. ~~ch fixed assessment sn<ill be for a period of 
seven years from the time of such improvement and shal ' defer any increase in 
assessment attributable to such improvements according to the followina 
schedule: 
Yeu 
First 
Second 
Third 
Fourth 
Fifth 
Sixth 
Seventh 
Percentage of Increase 
· Deferred 
100 
100 
so 
40 
30 
20 
10 
(b) Any fixed assessment on any residential property shall cease if: (1) For 
any residential rental prot'erty . any dwelling unit in such property is ren!ed to any 
person whose income exceeds ~wo hundred per cent. oi the median family income 
of the municip:!!ity; or (2) for .my conversion condominium declared after the 
designation of the enterprise zone. any unit is sold to any person whose income 
exceeds two hundred per cent of the median family income of the municipality. 
(c) In the event of a aeneral revaluation by any such municipality in the year 
in which such improvement is completed, resulting in any increase in the 
assessment on such property, onh' that portion of the increase resulting from such 
improvement shall be deferred. In the event of a general revaluation in any year 
after the year in which such improvement is completed, such deferred assessment 
shall be increased or decreased in proportion to the increase or decrease in the 
total assessment on such property as a result of such revaluation. 
(d) No improvements of any real property which qualifies as a manufacturinc 
facility ~nder subsection (d) of secti1Jn 32-9p shall be eligible for any fixed 
assessment pursuant to this section. 
(e) Any such municipa11~y m:!y pro\'10e any aad1t1onal tax abatements or 
deferrals as it deerr.s nece~ for ar.y re:il property located in any such enterprise 
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zcne. 
IP.A. 11_..S, S l . I i. P ~ . l2-4l$ , S 2. I l 
Hi110t7 : P' A II-"~ tlTo:::•t l• IY I. !Ql1, P' A !2-4}5 l"OYlftcl ... le of fi ucl u.11-n1t. 111wmcl S"boea. (c) and (C) 
CQnc:t r ,, · !'..S ccrn=' u 11 11on c( 1.i c t .r&1t' 1ll:')' (Ot 11...: n fi uc U.\eJSl'f'ltnll MCI 11uer :c.! S'-'btc.c. ( t ) 1;i0w1nc (or 1Cld1UOfta l \&I 1'611rncna or 
caftf'T'ILI bit' ~ U,, tC pe lt!•f'1 
Sec. 32· 72, Small business and venture capital loans In enterprise zones. 
The commissioner of economic development shall establish and administer a 
program of small business loans or venture capital loans to persons seekina to 
establish, expand. renovate or rehabilitate small businesses within an enterprise 
zone establ ished pursuant to section 32-70: The commissioner shall adopt 
regulations in accordance with chapter 54 concernina the qualifications for and 
terms of such loa!'!s. 
<P.A. 11_..5, S. 1, 11. P. ~ U-4H, S. 5, 1.l 
Hiscory: PA. 11_..5 tlTecto•t l•I')' I. IH2; P.A. 12-4H added small but!- io.11110 111e "'°'""'· 
Sec. 32-73. Enterprise Zone Capital Formation Revolvln1 Loan Fund. 
There is created an "Enterprise Zone Capital ~ormation .Revolving Loan Fund;' 
to be held in trust by the state treasurer. The proceeds of any bonds issued 
purs":Jar:t to s::~ !~r: 32- 74 :l!'ld :he i':lYments on a!'ly !oans made oy the 
commissioner of economic development pursuant to section 32-72 shall be 
deposited in s1ACh fund . The commissio.ner may draw on said fund for the purpose 
of making loans pursuant to section 32- 72. and may charge any expenses 
necessary for the maintenance of the program cst:ihl is hed by section 32-72 to said 
fund. 
IP'.A. II ·44 1. S I . 11 I 
H111ory· P ~ 11 -441 •' ·•"" ' l•I• I. IQ'2 
Sec. 32· 74. Bund Issues. (a) For the purposes described in section 32-72, · 
the state bond commission shall have the power. from time to time, to authorize 
the issuance of bonds of the state in one or more series and in principal amounts 
not exceeding in the auregate one mill ion dollars. 
(b) All provisions of section 3-20. or the exercise of any right or power 
granted thereby, which are not inconsistent with the provisions of this chapter, 
subsection (a) of section l 2-2 l 7e, subsection ( qq) of section 12-412, section 
3 l-3f and subsection (a) of section 32-91 are hereby adopted and shall apply to all 
bonds authorized by the state bond commission pursuant to this cJ:iapter and said 
sections and subsections. and temporary notes .in anticipation of the money to be 
derived from the sale of any such bonds so aulhorized may be issued in 
accordance with said section 3-20 and from time to time renewed. Such bonds 
shall mature at such time or times not ·· exceeding twenty years from their 
respective dales as nta)' be provided in or pursuant to the resolution or resolutions 
of the state bond commission authorizing such bonds. None of said bonds shall be 
authorized except upon a finding by the state bond commission that there has 
been filed with it a reyuest for such authorization. which is signed by or on behalf 
of the commissioner of economic developmen1 and state:; such terms and 
conditions as said commission. in its discretion, may require . Said bonds issued 
pursuant to this ·chapter and said sections and subsections shall be ceneral 
obligations of the state and the full faith and credit of the state of Connecticut are 
. -
• ' · ... I ' · . ~· . - "' 
\)~~00\~ u..J ..,; , w ; ,~ "h. 1m. V ·~ ~;: b 1 J W d~ ..6.) ~ "1 ;\ u : l;,;.,; ~V ;-d; _ .,,:: u ;· ~;:~ .) ~ .... . ._: " h~: ~h :! 
holders of said bonds. appropriation of all amounts necessary for punctual 
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payment of such principal and interest is hereby mJde. ar.d the treasurer shall pay 
suc:h principal and interest as the same become due . 
Ht1tory 'A II "" efltc11 ... e Jyl' I. 1~12 
Sec. 32-75. Certain business fad!!tles not elii?lble. No business faci!i!y ~hall 
be eligible to receive the benefits provided for a facility located in an enterprise 
zone if: (a) Such focil11y ~as reloc;ited from an area th:it meets the eligibility 
criteria stated ·i n section )2.70 for designation as an enterprise zone: or (b) such 
facility was originJlly loc:itcd in a distressed municipJlity, as defined in section 
32-9p, and relocated into a designated enterprise zone: provided that in cases 
where the commissioner of economic development finds that the relocation of the 
business facility will represent a net expansion of business operations and 
employment. the OUSin<!SS i'aciiity shaii oe eiigioie . ror the purpo:ic:S Of this 
section, relocation is defined as the transferring of personnel or employment 
positions from one or more existing locations to another location. 
"" •2 · 4 l~ . s ~ . • ) 
Sce 1~ .. chap1tr . Subwc l1l olwc1 10" 12·2170. Subo« ICIQI altKti<>n ll-4121ndSw-. (al o(mc110ftll•tl. 
PUBLIC ACT NO. 83-33 
AN ACT INCREASING THE BOND AUTllORlZATlONS FOR CERTAIN 
CAPITAL IMPilrOVEMENTS. 
Section I. Section 32- 74 of the general statutes is repealed and the 
following is sub~1itu1ed in li..:u thereof 
(o) For 1h..: purpo'i..:~ d..:,.nih.:d in scC'tinn J2· 72. the 'il ;1t..: hond 
commission shall have the power, from time 10 time. to authorize the issuance of 
bonds of the state in one or mor~ series and in rrim.:ipal amounts not cic1.:ccding in the 
a&&re&ate one million FIVE HUNDRED THOUSAND dollars. 
Substitute House Bill No. 6466 
PUBLIC ACT NO. 83-SS8 
AN ACT CONCERNING PROPERTY TAX DEFERRALS IN ENTERPRISE 
ZONES. 
Section l. Subsection (e) of section J2. 71 of the general statutes is 
repealed and lhc following is substituted in lieu thcn:of · 
(e) Any such municipality may provide any addi1ional tax abatements or 
dc(errals as it deems 'lei.:cssary for any lrcall property hl\.'alcd in any such enterprise 
zone. 
Sec. 2. This act shall take effect July I, 1983. 
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PUBLIC ACT NO. ,83-1 
Al" ACT CO"CcR"l~G S -;" ATE . RE\'E"'L'E FOR HiE FISCAL YEAR 
CO~MENCI~G JULY 1. 1983 
Sci.: . ti . s~ -t : .. n :2 - ~9.l 11: t/1 : t ;; ,er.ii , 1. 1 t ~ t c~ I~ r..::' ·: .. k i.: Jntl 1;1..: lt .J! .. .... 1ne; 
is substituted in 11,·u t!ll.: r..: 1il 
Th;:re i:; 1~;: :.i ~.:d a : .. x c:-: ~ ... !: :J..:c~ . 1 :i~tr;ir.icn : c: .. r . 1: :-,~ ,, :i ..:r ..:!:JI Jny 
IJnds . tenenic:i ts or •.i '. •1c:r r.: !11 ) " ~- "1: i.:c.J . ·''''t:ii.:J . . 1 · ~:".~!.:rr ·: j .r ' >th :• .... ,,.: 
conveyed 10. or 'est.:d in. thc ruri.:tu c.:r. or an y oth.:r p·: rsun b ~ L 1~ d1rl'l t1nn. 
(..,.·hen the cor.,1di.:ra t1on fi ·r 1'1: 1nt ..:ri.: , 1 ": 1•n 1p,·ny '(Jn\C)..:J c.: H:•::J' 11 11 ..: hunJrl.!J 
dollars and does not e:u-.:: ed li 'c ·1undrlJ dollars. 1n tne amo.rnt ,J 1·· 1t) -1°1\C i.:c.:n1s : 
and al the rat\.! of fi fty·fi \C ;;..;n , '\ fpr \.!.ll' ~ l .1J J1t 1P n,.J fi,e hu:i.Jr..: d d.·:i.1·, <>r rr. 1 l't 1on ~JI 
part thereof! {IJ AT THE R\TE OF C ··E·HALF OF O'.E rm n.~T OF THE 
flJLL PIJRC'll.\Sf PRICI I llR Tllf 1'-HRF.ST I' Rf\[ ranrrRTY 
CON\'[) LU In Sl l(Ji [)LI l>. l,S 'll{l \IL~;l()I{ w1cn:>.(i . l.\Cll Sl\I· (If 
At>IY SUCH l"TLRLSl 11' l'IWl'LK £) L<>CATtD I'" Al\ ·\ Rb\ 01 /\~Y 
MUNICIPALITY DESIG'. .-\Tf l) -\SA~ E~TERPRISE zc1~F. IN 
ACCORDA~CE Wll 11 StCflO' .12-" t . 1111. KLSl'\l ' l. I RO~ ! 'A lllCll Sll 1\LL 
BE REMITIED BY THE TOW'. CLHK Qt· THE \.1L:NICIPALITY I~ WHICH 
SUCH TAX IS PAID. :"OT L . .\ TER TllAN TE1' DAYS rOLLCl'-'' ING. RECf.IPT 
THEREOF. TO THE COM \ 11SSIOil'FR OF R F\'FNl lE SF.R VICF. :; FOR OF POSIT 
TO THE CREDIT OF TH~. STATt (jl "l:::R.\L ILl'\D A.ND l .'1 AT THL KATE 
OF ONE DOLLAR ,;'.'.;D -;- ;-: :--; cr:-.;Ts FOR r ·\Cl I m~r Tllot . ;,'.NO DOllARS 
OF THE FULL PLRCH.\5 E PKICT <I< l·R·\CTI01'.\L P·\Rl 1111'.KEOI' . HH< 
ANY INTF.RFST I~ Rl' ·\I PROPrRTY CONVr'tT() l\Y SllCll orrn. 
INSTRU\tENT OR WRITl~G . WHICH A\10llNT SH \LL Bl.COME PAR f OF-' 
THE GENER ·\L RE\T~; 1 · F. or Tllf Ml ' !'<l('IP .-\1.ITY ('; \('('(11{() .\N('E 
WITH SECTIO!'i 12-499 . .\~ A:"v1E.~lJl:lJ lH Sl:CTIO!'< 7 OF TlllS AC! 
Subs1i1u1e Sl!na1e Bill No. 947 
PUBLIC ACT NO. 83-2~6 
AN ACT CONCERNING THE DEFINITION OF ELIGIBLE FAC'ILITIES UNDER 
THE URBAN JOBS PROGRAM . 
Subsection (d) cf >l.!Ction 32-9p of the gcn.:-r ;, I c;1:11ut-:s 1s repeJled and the 
followin& is sub~lltute<.1 in lu.:u thcrcvf: . . 
(d) "Manufacturing facility" means any plJnt. buildin1. other real 
property improvement, or part thereof. (I) whu:h (A) is consuuc1ed or 
su~s1an1ially renovated or c:itJ'anded on or after July I. I Q78. in a distressed 
mun1cip;ilit)'. or tlH ".1l·~uircJ on or at'tcr Jul~ I. (li7li . il l . I d1, 11,·"cJ niunil·1p:iti1y 
hya husincs,orpn11;1t1on "'l11d1i'11nrl'1;11ed 111 ;111d u11 .ill1li .11..:J .... 11h the.: ·'l.!ller, after 
hi1vin1 been 1dh: ilir ;1t k' .1'il one )'C.:.1r prior to 11' al".1111,1111111 :111d rc~:irdlcs'i of it<; 
J'f'C\'ious u-..: : 121 "h1d1 " tu h\: u,eJ for lhl· ·111.111ul.1<1uring. 11roi.:i:,sin~ nr 
asscmblin¥ of r.1" m;1l:n;il' . J1;1rt'i or manufal·turcu produl·h. FOR RESEARCll 
AND DE\'FLOPMf.~T FACILITIES I>IKICll.Y KE-. LATED TO 
MANUFACTURING. for th.: ~1~n1liL·ant scrvil·ing. nverh;1uli11g or. rebuildintc of 
111;1d1incry and c.:4uipllh' llt for 111du,tr1.ll u .. ~. 11r . l'\l·1.·p1 ·" 1irn\ 1de<.I in 1h1~ 
subscl·tion . for the .... . iret111u"n~ .incl cJ1,1nhut1on in hull.. nf m.111ufal·1urcd prnduc.:l'i 
on othcr th.111 .1 re1.1d h.1"' · .111d l JI 1111 "h1d1 thi.: Jq•.1111111.·111 " ·' ' '"ueJ ;111 i:li~ib1lity 
c.:crtilicate . In the c1~c nf hnlit1..:' "h1d1 arc an~u1rcd. thl· •k11.1r1111ent m:iy "' ;1ive the 
rc4uircmc111 of on.: year of 1Jtene.,, 1f 1t Jl.!tcrminc., th;1t .. 1r,_._.n1 4uahlil·a11on a'i a 
m;inufacturing l°al·Ji11y under 'uh,i:l·t1011' 1591 anJ (hill 11f ,n·111111 12·8 I an<J .,cc.:tion., 
12-217c, .12-qp to .12-•>, . 111du'l\l'. J2-2.ln .111d J2 -2Jp. thl'll' " .1 l11i:h hl..i:hhooJ 1h;11 
lhl.' f.ll' ihty 'Altl r1.·111 .1111 Hlk f11r 1111<' rv ;1r ()f i/i,., ,. I 11 i/111 ·. ·, "'h1\'h :\f l' for the 
liill) ll \ 11 ' 1...' '4 111 \. l l . 111,,' l\ 1,. \.\ I \ \,''''"ll \ l 1 l \, 0 \I 111 "" I Ll\ll l \. j ' I , , ' I ' I\ "- ' l' .111,lt•ll 111 .111 
Cl11,t111i;. l.h:1hl) qu.ilil) ·" ll1.111ul .11.: tu1111i;. l;ii.:1l111es . 111 ihe e'i:111 1h.1t only ;1 portion of 
11 plant is ac.:4uir1:d, n1n .. 1rul·tc.:J. re1111'.1teu or ClqlanJi:d. only the fl<lrt11>n ;11.:4uired. 
1:ons1ru"cd. rcn11\;ite<.l or CllpanJcJ n1ns1i1u1c .. the 111.111uf.1l·1urinlt fo1.:ili1y . A 
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111,lllllfa~· lllflll!! f.11 if 11. "'111.-il l' ka,c·ol Ill.I\ i1H !111: 1'1111""'' '' "I 'lli''Ullllll' (5111 ,111c.J 
CMll of.,c1:111111 12 -!S l .111J ,,~111111' 12-217..:. J2-llp 111 J 2-1h . 111,lu"''" J2-2Jn :1nc.J 
l2·2J(l, be 1r,-.11,·J 111 tile· , ,1111" 111 .11111 c· 1 ·" .1 l.1\il lt) ,.ii ., 11 ,, .. ,q _, 11 ·; !.l ii th..: 1..:rm., uf 
the lca\C dcnu11i- 1r.11..: :1 ,uh, 1.111 11. il . l1 111i:-1..:rm r11mm 11 m c· 111 h\ 111 1: 11rrup:1nt 10 u'c 
lhc 111.1nul.1't111111;: 1.1.ol1 t\ 1, 11 11 1. . 11:11 ... 111 1111;: l'l"i '"' • ' .111.I ''-'' ..: 11 1 furtil..:r lht.: 
(lur(l<hc'iof.,uh"-·,1 111n' tS•ll .111i.J ltiOI ,,1,i.:u1on 12 -MI .111J ' '-' c1111n, 12-217c, J2.<~r 
lo J2- 1h . inc lll"''" .12-2.111 .11: d .12 -2.1 11 l· ''-'-'J' i "' t""'llkd 1n 'uhp.1r.1gr.1ph !Bl 
:tbO\c', :1 m.111u f." ·u rn 1;: l. 1c·I :'' d11,·, 11 11 1 1m·lt: ·.k ·"" 1'!. 11 11. hu !ld 1n;: . 01h ~ r re.ti 
(lr11p1,;rt~· lllll'fll\l.'111';111. 11r p.1r l i llc' r•;1 1i U'l.:U 11r U, ,1t--k l11r 'U'- 11 f'UrpO~l.:S whidt 
cxi,t..:u bd'or..: July I. J IJ 7>< . 11 r on' l:1 ·: ol1! ) wh " 11 " !1 • 11,· ' " '-'d I· •r hu,1n..:~~ .. ni.J wdl 
c111pl11y 1'<.:r"11111 c: l 11r ' ""'-' c'll'l''" '"1c: 111 1'"''111111' .,.'1 11.i .11 c· 1r.11: ,f..: rr..:i.J from one or 
more cxi,11ni: Jor:111 " n' t.:hc' "il ·:·r i: 1n ti1l' dl'tr l'"c·d 11111 ·1 1u1'·" " " :ind "'h1rh c.Jncs not 
rcpr..:.,..:nt :1 n.:1 ''1 ' "11" " 11 11 1 hu, 111.:" np..:r :11111n, :111J i:111plP>mcn1 in such 
muni1:1(lahty . 
TITLE 32 
CHAPTER 578• 
DEPART.:\1E~T OF ECO~OMIC DEVELOP'.\1E~T 
Sec. 32-91. - Determination of grant amounts. Rl'gulations. (a) An eligible 
business facility sh:il! be granted an amount determined by multiplying five 
hundred dollars or. in the CJ.Se cf ar..y iaci!1:y locr.:ed in an enterprise zone, for 
which ihiny per cent of the employees of su.:h facility durinb the last quarter of the 
fiscal year of tr.e ccrpor:!tion are residen:s of su:h zone. or :.!re re~idents of such 
municipality and eligible for trainin:; under t~.e Fede~al Comprehensive Training 
Act. one thousand de ll.us, by the 1n:::rease in tht.! nur.iber of full-time employment 
positions, the ccs~s cf which are ;::i:.id by the eL£: ib:e business, directly resulting 
from the construction, renovation or expansion of the business facility, as 
determined by th! departm~nt taking into acco1.;nt the employment requirementS 
of business expansion. historical le\ els of employment and emi:toyment positions 
prior to the expans:on, a!'l:i such o!her factors as the department may deem 
appropriate. 
(b) Each business expansion of an applicant shall be treated separately by the 
department, and the department may establish a maximum number of 
emplo)'ment positions for which benefits will be aw:mied under .this section and 
sections 32-9j. 32·9rn and 3:?-9p in order to make most effective use of the 
resources available for the job incentive grant rrogram. The commissioner shall 
adopt regulations. "in accordance with chapter 54, for the job incentive grant 
proaram and for grant eligibility thereunder. 
(P.A. 71-560, S. 4. 7. P.A. 7'-SOI. S. l, ';P.A. 11 .... S. S. 6. 11 ; P.A. 12_.JS, S. 4, I .) 
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CHAPTER 20s• 
CORPORA TIO~ Bl'Sl~ESS TAX 
PART I 
1'tPOSITIO~ AND PAY,tE~T or TAX 
Sec. 12·217e. Tax credit for certain m1tnufacturinit facilities as pro,idcd 
under sections 32-9p and J2-9r. Additional credits for facilities located in 
enterprise zones. (aJ There shJ ll be Jllowcd as~ credit against the tax imposed by 
this chapter an amount equal to twenty-five per cent of that portion of such ta:ic 
which is allocable !o :? r. y r.1'.!!'1 'Jr:! c~·2r i r.g fa ·: il!•y. prov ided . for any such faci lity 
which located in an enterprise zone des : ~n .Hed pursuant to sect ion 32-70 after July 
1, 1982, and for which thirty per cent of the employees of such. fac ility during the 
last quarter of the riscal year of the corpor:i11on are res idents oi such zone. or are 
residents of such mun icipal ity :ind eligible for training under the Federal 
Comprehensive Employment Training Act, a credit of fifty per cent shall be 
allowed. 
(b) The portion of such tax which is allocable to such a manufact'Jring facility 
shall be determined by multiplying such tax by a fraction computed as the simple 
arithmetical !T'i":an of the foilow1ng fractions : First. a fraction the numerator of 
which is the average month!v net book value tn the income year of the 
manufacturing facility and m:ic:iinery and equipment acquired for and instJlled in 
the manufacturing facility, without deducuon on account of any encumbrance 
thereon, or if rented to the t:i -.;payer. :he value of the manufarturing facility and 
machinery and equipment acquired for and inst:tlled in the manufacturing facility, 
computed by multiplying the gross rents payable by :he taxpayer for the 
manufacturing fanil ity and such :n:ir.hi r:!•y :in:::l equ :;:-ment during the income year 
or period by eight, and the denominaLOr of which · is the sum of the average 
monthly net book value of all real property and machinery and equipment held 
and owned by the taxpayer in the state. without deduction on account of any 
encumbrance thereon and the value of all real property and machinery ar.d 
equipment rented .to the taxpayer in the state. ccmputed by multiplying the gross 
rents payable during the income year by eibht: ar.d second. a fractiC'n the 
numerator of which is all wages. salaries and other compensation paid during the 
income year to employees of the taxpayer whose positions are direi:tly attributable 
to the manufacturing facility Jnd the <!:nominator of which is the wages. salaries 
and other compensation paid during the income year ti.> all employees of the 
IUpayer in the state. An emplo~· ee's position ·is directly so <attributable if (1) the 
employee's service is performed or his base of operauons is at the manufacturing 
facility, (2) the position did not ex ist pr"ior to the construction. renovation, 
expansion or acquisition of the manufacturing facility, and (J) but for the 
construction. renovation. e'(pansion or acquisition of the manufaC'turing facility 
the position would not ha,·e existed. For the purposes of this subsection. "gross 
rents" means gross rents as de1inc::d in section 12-218. 
(c) The credit .allowed by this section may be claimed only by the initial 
occupant or occupants of the manufacturing facility . The owner of the 
manufacturing facility may not daim the credit unless the owner is also an 
- ~ - -- · 'T ·. · - -1. : : : :" . ~ : : . : ... ..... : . - :· ~ -. . ' - .. ' ~ · ; 
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and rn e:Jch of th ·.· foll0w 1n; nine ir.comc :•e:.irs. If within such period. however. 
an)' facility for wh !.:h an elig ibility certtfic.11e hJs been issued ceases to qualify as a 
manufacturing facil ity o; ;.in» o.:cur:int 0:· .:i triJr.uf;.icturing. factllly ceases tu be an 
occupant. the entitlement to the cri::dit al !o'>'ed b~ this sect ion shall terminate in 
the income ·vear in wh1cri the qual1r'1c<i!:on or occup.rncy ceJscs. and there shall not 
be a pro rat~ applic.:it ion of the credit to such income year. 
(d) Any subs~quent occupan\ 0r occupants of a manufacturing facility for 
which an e!;gi,tli!y cer•.i!:::!!e h:is b;!e:i !Ssuec ma~· cla ir.i t~e credit :!llowed by this 
sec: io n i!"l ::::0~::l:!~:-e w: : ~ S'..!'.:-5;!C t: cn 1::) oi 1r.. 1s sect ion ~ut on ly after ob!a r.i:1 g a 
new el i gibilit ~ cert1ticat;: "ith respect to the rn.rnufacturing facility being occupied 
in the mar.ner provided in sect ion 32-9r. 
(e) Any tJxpayer cl:iiming the credit allowed by this section shall submit to 
the comm issioner of re' :!nue serv ices a copy oi :he applic:.ible eligibility ceniticare 
with his tax return in each incom! year for which a deduction is claimed. 
,, A 7 ~ - JOJ . ~ B . l l~ . ·a . J~ 1 . S ~ . 16. ,' IH4l . S ' · II . PA 12-4H, S. l . 11 
H ·\ICr\ , " · ~ . j0~ ,. i!<" " ~ 'j it.'!it . '' .!: :- !'I,.~ .. :1.· m~ 1 \t 1 0.,~ · .:> (re , !l"' Ut \(r \IC'H fr1• tu c•: l'Tirn"'"''r.C'r :n ~(':) : \Uncc •• , ... pro\ .s1on1 
~ ( "' -\ 17 .~ I• . P ~ ! i .. u~ ·n: : ... .: :J rr J\ . , ,, ... !'\\ .1 110,. , .,~ ~r • .,,._. .: rco .1 fo r ;( ~1 .. :n (J.: 1h 11 c~ .n e ::1 ~ ~ pr1~t l?nu 1n Subtcc . ' • ' · e iTc1.11vt 
Jwl) I . 1912 . PA. p: .4J < .-.c n J i::J S..1"J...rc 1:,; 1 10 r rn ... 1\Jc 1:i. : t r.! thin~~' crr1 dct1:r~ 1 n~11('1:i (or '""''''·cc\ of foac 1h11t1 ' " cn1er'-'r11111: 
l~"" • 111 M ,., • .:1e fo r ! " :- lo1'i . u w::.-1e :- • 11:-:cr 1t"_.n • .,~ ! J ; : d;n c./ t "'lc > Clr .and 10 P'C'I" 1dt Ut1 1 CET A ch1 .l)lt rH1$tn11 of :he m ur:1C"1p.&lur . 
all"H'il w11n .n .;JcntS c( : !" e lOiC, '6 111 C't1..1n: ' Cl •i1tlO lt':C ll'll C1) !'Cf .::cn1 
Ch. 219 SALES .... :'\D LISE TAX 
Sec. 12-412. Exemptions. Taxes imposed by this chapter shall not apply to 
the gross receipts from the s;; le of ::ind the storage, use er other consumption in 
this state ~ith respect 10 1he fol iowing items: · 
(qq) Replacement parts in enterprise zones. Sales of any rerlacement parts 
for machinery 10 any businl:!ss entity located in a.ny enterprise zone designated 
pursuant to section 32· 70 for use within such zone. 
TITLE 31 
LABOR 
Sec. 31-Jf. F.mr.lo~·ni~nt tr11inin1 benefits vouchu. The bbor commissioner 
shall create ai:i ~mplo)'ment train;ng benefits voucher. Such voucher shall state 
that thl! holder of the voucher i~ eligibl~ for those t:-aining and benefit progr:ims 
administered by the commissioner which are noted on the voucher and that any 
employer may take advantage of any such program if he employs the holder of the 
voucher. 
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B. Reg •1lations 
TAl<lf. or CO\TE~TS 
f.ntcrpd~c Zone e~sibrnation 
Application prvc..:riur~ . . . . . . . ... . .................... · · · · · 3~·70 · 1 
Sec. 32-70-1. Applir'.lf.ion !lro,.ccnre 
If a municipali ty cnn: .'.\ :M a ~e:i:< ~: s tr::ict that meets ~Le •.:r:teria set forth 
in S~ctinn 1 (a ) of b'",!ic A-:t oi ·-U5. as arr.ended. t h'? C0:-.1m '. s:.;ior1er o( 
Ecvnomic De\·elo: ·:1 ' '?rt ~- h ,1:; . r.ot: fv ~i'H! rr.unic1 paiit:; of its t:!i1.;:bdity to nb-
rn:t an apj>l ic::.t ion ~ < • ha·1~ : ~. e ?.r• ·ri.. Je:;ign.:ncd <'San e.1tt.!r?rise znn1..:. The 
applicati.c:'l ~ra il be m:·.L.· 1.' n fo:::-:1s p::esc:-!9'=d ny the D~r,artmc:is_.of 
F.c1 .r.')m1c Deve! : ~. 'T.". : ~ :: : ~ ::·: ;..:!a:.; :ci " : ; ;::; Gt ~.-: e ')n -.\· ntt~n re1;ue::t. 1n~ 
applicr-.t io11 mJ.y ,.1:1J :.;i. e :::e f11!!ow; ng- iniorma~ion i•1 0rdcr to diow the 
Commissicner to H.i!~:i.cr: t!-ie ~:i:crpr i :;e ;:one d~signation prr)p1nals: 
(a) a cop:, cf the .lp: ... nwed ord:na:icc \\' i:h the s~al of :he m~ni<:ipality af. 
fixed, referred to in o;cctio'l 3 (~ \ of Pu~lic Act 81·4-!5. as arr.ended: 
(b) maps ar,d in fo r~<:.:ic• :-, delineatir.g t!-ie specific boundaries of the pro-
posed enterµri .:: e :on"'; 
(c) an :nvci1tNy Q[ chc i:xisting J;, ;,11 u;;e in the proposeu entcrp:-is~ z0ne 
area; 
(d) informatior. r)E:~1il intt the loc:tl acfr.;iti .. s and prog-rnms that will en-
courage d>? \' tlor;:T1~i1t ·.vitr.ir: rhc e!lterp:-:sc zon~ are::.. ·ind · 
(e) othi:?r facturs t!":a~ \\ill ccr:tr ibute to the success 0:· t!:e d:;•:ti0pm..:1: 1: of 
the cnter~ri.-:e zone r.:-ea. 
The co:r.m::;:;ioner wil! b~.sc hi.5 d:i .:-i:5 io., on the bfc .. r.-.~: : :m :c,~~amPd h the 
appJk;it!on , the l o~a i \.:<:. '. · ::.c i ~·; ::o ~f:'c..: fr;o i v ::.t.ir:-. i r.'.~ tcr a 1 .i 1~v~'.oo:!".~nt t r.1-
gi-am in t•: c~ entcrµri s~ i;)11~ ·rt"t:a. the i r.ll ,;,.,~ r:o~1 nf tr.e !) rcpo:-;e~ rir0~i ~. :n 
for the e1 1 :€:-p!"i.: ~ Z')t ~ c ! .::-c,"L ~r:~ :he lil .~ l~f :J',ri t;f .;;JC~t:3!' c.i tilt: er. teipr i s~ 
::one pr:>6;-::.:n . 
(Effective July 2i, 1£>E2) 
• 
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Sec. 32-i2·1. De&··nilionc; 
32·i2-3 
32·72·4 
32·72-5 
(a) C-Omr:iissix.er r.1e:i.ns ~r.e ComI'!1is~ioner of the Dcrartment of 
Ecor.omic Dt:vl' k p;r.c".'lt; 
(L) Def.tar~r;.t::ic rne:ins D~';::><l:-~:r.r.!'!t of Ec0M!'!1:c.: G~v.;itoprnent; 
(c) Srr.:;ll ti~5ir.i:::;s 1r:~1"\3 b~:::iness wi:r. ~wcnty · 1·1n: or l<:ss emr,::>~1t:d 
with!n the Z•) J'.e, " ·:-.ost.: g-P1.::~ re\ ~n~t3 in tne tr.est recen~ly complet~1.~ fr:c~i 
year do n~it •:xct:ed $1.5 r1;i;: : ;~~. who co!'!~?L::P. u bu:::m•ss t..la1. r:ro\~c' i~g 
evidence t~a:. the !Wce~:a.:-y t:;!!J;rn! req;.iired is a·•a i! ~~ie after the 5:.ti;.e·s ir.·. 
jection of n0l r.1ore thi'.;, '.;:, ~.;J oi the total capi~l :-c·r~fr~memt I)! the 
IJusines.s frl')m thi.;; J.)3.11 fund. 
(Effe·:tiv..? Jilly 27, 1952) 
Sec. l:?-72·2. Eli;ibility 
(a) F.lii,:b~ :ipplicant~ shall include: 
(1) N~w sr.-::i!l iricius'f;<.i ar.J commerci-:11 b~siness ventures w~thin th~ 
.ror.e, pr<r:id~r:i ~ l4c il :i;ipi : .~:.:ni.;:i s'1all i:m.•\-:d~ ~. t~iir.imum oil 0 percent or· th~ 
capital rc<:t: i:-•.:s to c0mmc"'.tC ti:-:? VP.:'lt:..ire 2.:-:d e\"idence that the !:msi:-lcs3 
will provide ll rr.i:11mum ,~· =· t .\'I) fu'.i t.r.-.e. re:-:7::J.!1ent pc0s ! tior.-~ or gross 
receipts of <•t lc:!st .S50 .l-')0 '.\iti: ~ n o:-:t> year: er 
(2) Exi::ting srn:.il :nt.it:srria! :ir.d CNr.m.:rcir.! :m::ir:es~es within th~! zone, 
provided th.'.lt fin1ncir.i,' :::11~. j j or.iy be pv:ilicd frr purposes of rhys;('a} ex-
pari;:;:or. :ir1d t! r11 tb~ .. 1-. p;; .:;.;.r1~ s:1:::.:I ~rum.it: a n:ini!i1~m d lC ;;~rc•.;nt of the 
capit.11 reTJirc·d for :he exµ; :ro::hn. 
(b) !.. borrower is ciigioi:? for en!:,· or.c loan from the fur.d o:.t a p_.rfr~ular 
point i11 t!mP.. 
(c) T~c Ccm:-::!!;;Sicr.cr rr.:.. .• · re;ect ~n oth.:rv.i~e e:i~ble applknnt a the 
loan ma.de from this iund would pl<lce another business in the c:uerprise 
zone at a competitive disa.dvantaKe• · 
(d) No loan shall be madt. to a busi:'tcss who: 
(1) is rclocatin:: from an area. ~!1::.t :nects the eligibility crit~ria in s~ticn 
l(a) o! the act. tt' a de~il{na.ted enterprise zone: or · . 
(2) is rekcati11g ~rem ar Pr~a ri1't rr.eetin~ ~he ei;gibi:;ty '~rit~ria is Sec-
tion l(a) of lhe ..,.;t tJ1jt loc:ucd '.n a cii~tres;:;~d m~nicipnli~y. a:; dt-fincd in 
Section 3V)p. tn. a C<?!=ig-n:.t<><i tmtc:rririse zor.e: pro .. idc-d tha.1: in c:ses 
where tt~. C0r::r:1ic. si~r1er m.-J;cs a firiding that the rclcca.:il'n of the 
busine!.S •v:l! re;J!"fsent a net expansion of l>u~iness operaticns and 
employee!. the! ~u:incss \\ill be elib-iblc for a. loan. For tile puq:-:.>,;es of thi3 
section, re1ocati:1n is ae!i:iE'd as the tr::n3ierring of personnel C\r P~np!o:r· 
ment }.><>::i~ i ,rns fr"1." on~ or mar~ existing localiv11s to a11<Jd1er !o~ui"'::-,. 
(Effective .hly ~·., 100~) 
Sec. 32-7:!·3. Lo::iu :ippHc<ttion and :i~c<'ment 
(:i) Applh:~tion~ Co:- k.ari~ shall be su;ir.iitted to tl.e D(•partmc:?nt "~- :on.n 
for.n5 p;c:;~r;~1t ·d bv tl·,c- Ot·!'~ !"t:""l~nt anri ;1•::ii' : ;~- I" :-ct th~ i !" P!°·!:""' t.L'"~ "'"!" it· 
• • • • . •:· I : • • • ( : . 0 • • 1 '.. '.'° : '• i 
l>.) . .:::u1.:11 l •n i: • .u~· 1t:;1,: .;1,.• · 1. 
. (b) Upon •rl-T!"O''ai o; .!:: :-;i!;li.:at\".ln 'c"r t!1c O;;p'.lrtl"!".e~t. t 11..: ::r:rlic~r.t. 
and Di:partn:cnt ~l::di t'l!t(·!" i!'lt• .I a lo:in ,~~rl'l'r.~f.'flt .•• -:1kh snail S\.:t tcnf. i:h~ 
terms and cr,ndiLic:u upon w~id1 thl" k·an shall w rnMe, as <lcter~irnid by 
tJ1e Coinmission\!r. · 112 · · 
(c) Each loan :i ·~r~,~~~r. ~ s~all be cCcctiv<.: only up.in C;<~cution by the 
Comrr.i5s10!1cr :tr.d :.li(! 1+r :;.:an:. 
(rl) Su .. h ;ig-recrr.i:':it ;;hall rrovide witl~ :111t limit.:.Uon th i~ the a;:ir!:cant 
a!;""C'1..'S: . 
(1) r; ~:i t ~r.i~ f•Jr.c!s prri·:d1~ 1 wi :t he u~ed exclusiv~ i:· f0r worl.:i!!;i i:':!~'.t:1l, 
c:.~i1.al <x1c.iprl.H1: r...:r~l.: l~'=":: . rc:1l <:s~<.tt- purd1a.:;e 0'!' r<.:'ai t.:;ita:e improve· 
mentor reh<.lii~'. c;~;10•1 . f.. l·t"i •. ::.~ci:-:;; w; i! r.ot l;~ p~rn:ia•.-j. 
(2) To µrov 'u~ ~L~ L"!riltti:'.N1t w1:h suLh !ina:ic i.:ii ar :a other rc;10rts as 
th~ Commi.:::~ior.et· !n !: is r.i.;cr~:i0n i:i:::..v n..:cuire lrC·l!l r!r.i~ to tir.1e·; 
(3) '.lo nu~iiy th~ Ot:;i::r~11;<.'1:t pr.y::p:°i:v· 0fan/ 1!1:.!tc:-ia! :i•iverse ch:i::ge !n 
the fin~r.c ! al conditii:-:1 or i1;..l,:;:11e~.: 1iro-spt:ct~ or' the app'.i~G.iit: 
(4) To r<:r.:e.-:;f: !'IC :i~ci ·.• ... u ·:~nt that it has the p::-w;r and ;,. ~1thori:y :o enter 
into the l0ar. C'\~r ,? e m•r:~ <.! \rJ tr, inc1.;r the l't ; liJ.!~: i 0r.s fr~r<?ir. prov:ded ~J:. 
and tha~ c>ll d:-ct.:m~nt.5 :.1:d ~g7~~r:it:r.~ execuci:!d <ir.c.i rfoiivHed in conrl?C· 
tion w:th th<.' !.ian w;I! ~P. ,·ai:J a:id binding upon~~ i:i0rruwe~ in a1.:cord:inc~ 
with their r~c::r:ec~i •; e terrr.s; ~nd 
(5) To pn.v id~ such .: :·Ci.!nty ior the loan as the Cotnni~sioner :nay deem 
necessary an rt ci !'!irL priatf". · 
(Effecti,·e :...i_.· 27, l~·c/~ ~ 
Sec-. 32-i2-4. Loan li;ncunts and terms 
(a) 'i"r.e term f,)r repy:!len~ of any loan shnll Mt exce<:?d seven j·ear.; • . 
(b) 'fhe Maxirr.u'.'!'1 !n~:1 ai.\ount ~h:".i' h,;,- 5100.COO for a manw'Jcturi~g 
busirie~c:: and .)50/Y1 1~ for a c:orr.r:1~rc::tl bu:;i1:ess. Tr;c ma."l:imum a:r.cu r r oi 
a specif:c !u:.n sl-.;.;.!; ~ : c !':>:.::;.:..i rin a gf:ne:-ai g"'J iciei ;;. ':! of $15.CGJ of i:1~~ .1ci::~ 
from this lo:.i11 fun-l fr,r e".r.n r:ew, permanent fl.tit time poEifr~r. 1.:r1::~.ti.~d by 
the business. 
(c) The applicant is respun:sible for all attorney's foes ::.rid any othE:r clos-
in~ co~ts. . 
(d) The ap;'l:ca.nt '.\i!I b·J requir~d to s:.bmitJ \\i:h a'.~plir.ation. a fee of 
~25.00 fvr loans u1.1 to )25,081; a :·~e of .)30.00 ft"t· loc'.'.!i3 fro.-n $25,001 to 
$50,00G and ::. fc~ or .)lC11J.Ov for !rans.over S50.0t11. 
(e) Di~bur~eme:1:. vf th<' lvun shat! be mr,dc at thC' JiscrHion of the Com-
missic,r,er in :ic-corc:i~cc w:rh the ~· rc ·.i sior.s of tnt> loan a;reer.~e,t. 
(f) The 1.:or.~l"'li53i~11€r ~lu~.I! 1 !ct~r~!:r.e :!:e me~:ud of ;i:?ymer.t o! in:crest 
and Erincir.ial du~ with respect to each loan. 
(E fcctive July ~7. 1~~2.l 
Sec. 32-72·5. Lo&n docur..cnt:ition 
. . 
(a) Ench k1a:'l shaJ h~ c-vitil'nced by a promissory nott" ;n th~ <lmount of 
th~ loan ~<:t forth in the \'.i:-.n agrecrr.t:nt ::.nd :5li:ill con~in ~ pr0vi::;ion per· 
mi~ting tf,e b .. m·o .. •1er to p-i:pny the loan fo whole or in part upo'l any in· 
tttrcst payrnPn~ <l:.~e. \t':· l'hE' p·.··,;111!::!=0:-:, r\l.lte ::!:ali provide -for th~ payment or in~·~rr:;t at 1. 
rate of not m<"r1'! ti::rn l % :-.boVl• thP. rate of intt•r..:!:t bC\an~ b; the hcmd~. o! 
the St:i.te o! C ·Jr.nectil' .1r. J;:..:;~ bsu~d prior to the d:i1.c ot e.1ppr11val of th!:! loan 
np~lkr.tion. 
(c) The pr1'1!;i~ ::: 1r:.· no~'! m•~Y pr:wi•l,'? for the c0llr.c:ion of a late: charge 
not to CXl't'C~ two pr·rt:~nt of ary :n$t:i.lirnrnt \•·hid1 i~ 1wt paid within ten 
· days of the datt• t~.ued. l...4tc ch:ir~c~ shall hE.' ~~p:Jr.ltt>ly i:hargl.!d to and 
collected f rnm Lhc !· .• 1ri-u-.\"Cr. 
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(d) The failure of the borrower to abide by the terms uf i:he loan agree-
ment of the promissory note sh di be considered a default u:·.der .mch prom· 
issory note. 
(e) The promi.ssory nate sha:i contain a provisir.n 1. :1at the failure of the 
borrower to ma).;e a payment •)f any ins:al!me~. t3 of ;:iri1 . .::ipal or interest 
due ur.de:r ~he pro:-nissr;r/ note v.i~hin fitteen .C.:.1:. s fr.: ::1 ~ :~e dt;e shall con· 
stitute a default. 
(f) The promissory note shall provide that upon default . any and all sums 
owing by the borrower ur.der tr e promissory note shail, <•t the option of the 
Commissioner, become immediately due and payable . 
(g) The promi3.sory note shail pro"vide for the pc:.yn .':"nt of reasonable at· 
torney's iees anci iegai costs in the event tile borrower ~hall default in pay· 
ment of the note. 
(h) The promi~sory note shall contain such other cbuses and convenants 
as the Commissi 1ir.e r. in his di ~ ; cretion, may require. 
(Effective July 27, 1982) 
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